Notice of Panel Meeting
NOTICE IS HEREBY GIVEN in accordance with Section 56A(19) of the
Development Act 1993, that a meeting of the

DEVELOPMENT ASSESSMENT PANEL
of the
CITY OF WEST TORRENS
will be held in the George Robertson Room, Civic Centre
165 Sir Donald Bradman Drive, Hilton
on
TUESDAY, 14 JUNE 2016
at 5.00 PM

Terry Buss
Chief Executive Officer
City of West Torrens Disclaimer

Development Assessment Panel
Please note that the contents of this Development Assessment Panel Agenda have yet to be considered
and deliberated by the Development Assessment Panel and officer recommendations may be adjusted or
changed by the Development Assessment Panel in the process of making the formal Development
Assessment Panel decision.

Note: The plans contained in this agenda are subject to copyright and should not be
copied without authorisation.
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RECOMMENDATION
That the Minutes of the meeting of the Panel held on 10 May 2016 be confirmed as a true and
correct record.
5.

DISCLOSURE STATEMENTS

The following information should be considered by Development Assessment Panel Members
prior to a meeting:
Action to be taken prior to consideration of a matter
Sections 2(4)(5) of the Minister's Code of Conduct - Section 21A of the Development Act 1993
requires that:
"If you consider that you have, or might reasonably be perceived to have an interest
in the matter before the panel, you must clearly state the nature of that interest in
writing to the presiding member before the matter is considered.
If you consider that you have a personal interest which may be in conflict with your
public duty to act impartially and in accordance with the principles of the Act, you
must declare a conflict of interest as above."
Action to be taken after making a declaration of interest:
Section 2(6) of the Minister's Code of Conduct - Section 21A of the Development Act 1993
requires that:
"If you have an interest in a matter, you must not partake in any of the
assessment processes involving the matter. You must leave the room at any time
in which the matter is discussed by the panel including during the hearing of any
representations or during any vote on the matter. You must not vote on the matter
and you must not move or second any motion or participate in any discussion
through the consensus process."
If an interest has been declared by any member of the panel, the presiding member must record
the nature of the interest in the minutes of meeting.
The following disclosures of interest have been made in relation to:
Item

Panel Member
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6.

REPORTS OF THE CHIEF EXECUTIVE OFFICER

6.1

452 Henley Beach Road, LOCKLEYS

Application No.

211/476/2015/2

Appearing before the Panel will be:
Representors:

Ian Todd of 447 Henley Beach Road, Lockleys wishes to appear in support
of the representation.
Bethany Nottage of 448 Henley Beach Road, Lockleys wishes to appear
in support of the representation.
Anna and Frank Condo of 453 Henley Beach Road, Lockleys wishes to
appear in support of the representation.

Applicant:

Chris Vounasis of Future Urban Group wishes to appear to respond to
representations.

DEVELOPMENT APPLICATION DETAILS
DEVELOPMENT PROPOSAL

Construction of a three-storey (3) storey residential flat
building comprising twelve (12) dwellings, a community
centre and associated carparking and landscaping; and,
conversion of the community centre (Stage 1) into a single
storey detached dwelling associated with the retirement
village complex, and removal of two (2) Phoneix
canariensis (Canary Island Date Palms). (STAGE 2)

APPLICANT

David Romaldi Architecture

APPLICATION NO

211/476/2015/2

LODGEMENT DATE

17 September 2015

ZONE

Residential Zone

PRECINCT

N/A

POLICY AREA

Low Density Policy Area 20

APPLICATION TYPE

Merit

PUBLIC NOTIFICATION

Category 3

REFERRALS

Internal
 City Assets - Consultant Arborist
 City Assets - Stormwater and Traffic
External
 Nil
Note: reference is made to the previous DPTI referral as
part of Stage 1 of development for information purposes.

DEVELOPMENT PLAN
VERSION

25 June 2015

MEETING DATE

14 June 2016

RECOMMENDATION

CONSENT
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BACKGROUND
The development proposal is presented to the Development Assessment Panel (DAP) for the
following reason:
• All Category 2 or 3 applications where a representor has requested to be heard shall be
assessed and determined by the DAP.
PREVIOUS or RELATED APPLICATION(S)
• DA 211/476/2015 - Construction of a retirement village comprising nine (9) dwellings, a
community centre and associated fencing, car parking and landscaping, and removal of
(1) significant tree Eucalyptus camaldulensis (River Red Gum) (STAGE 1) (Development
Approval Granted)
• DA 211/474/2015 - Demolition of existing dwellings and associated structures
(Development Approval granted on 3 June 2015 by staff)
• DA 211/297/2015 - Installation of a sign (Development Plan Consent granted on 4 May
2016 by staff)
SITE AND LOCALITY
The subject land is described as Allotment 47 Filed Plan 120266 in the area named Lockleys
Hundred of Adelaide as contained in Certificate of Title Volume 5213 Folio 662. The land is more
commonly known as 452 Henley Beach Road, Lockleys.
The subject land is a rectangular shaped allotment of approximately 3821.4 square metres with a
frontage of approximately 39.6 metres to Henley Beach Road and a site depth of 96.2 metres.
The site contains nine (9) single storey detached dwellings and a community centre, with
ancillary car parking, landscaping and a masonry front fence which formed Stage 1 of the
development of the overall retirement village development on the site.
The subject land is located within the Residential Zone and more particularly Residential Policy
Area 20. The land has a frontage to an arterial road, namely Henley Beach Road. The Local
Centre Zone is located approximately 170 metres east of the land, Kooyonga Golf Club is located
approximately 75 metres south and Linear Park is located 380 metres west of the subject land.
The locality consists of low to medium density residential development up to two storeys in height
with construction periods ranging from the 1900's to present. The locality also consists of some
small-scale centre activities located at the intersection of Torrens Avenue and Henley Beach
Road, large scale community uses and public open space.
The subject land adjoins St Francis Primary School and a Catholic Church, Christ the King,
immediately to the west. A dwelling and ancillary structures are located to the rear of the land
and are owned by and accessed via the adjoining Catholic Church. The land adjoins five
allotments to the east comprising one vacant lot, three single storey detached dwellings and one
two-storey dwelling.
The site and locality are shown on the following maps.
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PROPOSAL
The applicant is seeking Development Plan Consent for Stage 2 of the construction of a
retirement village complex. The second stage of the proposed retirement village includes the
construction of a three-storey residential flat building consisting of twelve (12) apartments on
levels one and two, with a ground floor community centre, lobby and undercover car park and
establishment of a communal area of open space to the west and south of the building. The
existing community centre located to the north of the proposed building will be converted into a
dwelling as part of the retirement village complex.
The proposed development will also necessitate the removal of two (2) Phoneix canariensis
(Canary island date palms) located directly west of the proposed residential flat building adjoining
the western side boundary.
A copy of the proposal is contained in Attachment 1.
Stage 1 of the retirement village complex development was approved by the Development
Assessment Panel at the 11 August 2015 meeting.
PUBLIC NOTIFICATION
The application is a Category 3 form of development pursuant to Section 38 and Schedule 9 of
the Development Act and Regulations.
Properties notified:

Twelve (12) properties were notified during the public
notification process.

Representations:

Seven (7) representations were received.

Persons wishing to be
heard:

Three (3) representors identified that they wish to address the
Panel.
• Ian Todd, 447 Henley Beach Road, Lockleys
• Bethany Nottage, 448 Henley Beach Road, Lockleys
• Anna and Frank Condo, 453 Henley Beach Road, Lockleys

Summary of
Representations:

Concerns were raised regarding the following matters;
• Overdevelopment of the site
• Inconsistent with the desired character for the policy area
• Inadequate front setback
• Excessive height, bulk and scale of the development
• Privacy impacts and overlooking to adjoining properties
• Overshadowing to adjoining properties
• Car parking and traffic access impacts
• Insufficient private open space, on-site vehicle storage and
clothes drying areas
• Access to services and facilities within the broader locality

The Applicant has provided a response to the representations, as summarised below:
Overdevelopment of the site
• The Residential Zone provisions seek greater densities in close proximity to transport.
• The residential flat building is appropriately sited adjoining Henley Beach Road.
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The residential flat building is setback a significant distance from surrounding residential
properties.
Sufficient car parking, vehicular access and communal open space has been provided in
accordance with the Development Plan policies.

Inconsistent with the desired character for the policy area
• The upper level of the residential flat building (four storeys) in the original proposal has
been removed so that the building is now three (3) storeys in height.
• The facades of the residential flat building have been further articulated incorporating a
mix of materials and colours.
Inadequate front setback
• The front setback to Henley Beach Road meets the Development Plan provisions relating
to varying front setbacks of adjoining buildings which range between 4.8 metres to 19.0
metres immediately adjoining the subject site.
Excessive height, bulk and scale of the development
• The height, scale and bulk of the building relates to the arterial road frontage and
neighbouring church building to the west.
• Stage 1 of the overall retirement village complex development maintains a low scale built
form to the north and east of the site adjoining existing residential development.
Privacy impacts and overlooking to adjoining properties
• The proposed residential flat building is setback a significant distance from neighbouring
residential allotments and private open space areas.
Overshadowing to adjoining properties
• The majority of overshadowing will occur across Henley Beach Road due to the
orientation of the site.
Car parking and traffic access impacts
• The proposed car parking accords with Table WeTo/2 of the Development Plan
provisions.
• A consultant traffic engineering report has been prepared which confirms that there is
adequate area of onsite manoeuvrability.
Insufficient private open space, on-site vehicle storage and clothes drying areas
• Applicant notes that there are no specific provisions in the 'Supported Accommodation,
Housing for the Aged and People with Disabilities' relating to private open space
provision, and thus refer to the 'Residential Development' provisions which generally
require a minimum of 11 square metres of private open space for upper level dwellings.
• The proposed upper level apartments will vary in balcony size, some of which do not
meet the 11 square metre minimum however suggest that this will be offset by the
communal open space area at ground level.
• Applicant notes that there is no requirement for onsite storage of boats, trailers, caravans
etc. in the Development Plan provisions.
• An area for clothes drying will be provided within each apartment.
Access to services and facilities within the broader locality
• A bus stop is located within 60 metres of the subject site on Henley Beach Road providing
public transport access to surrounding shopping centres and services.
• Regular community bus services will be provided within the retirement village complex.
A copy of the representors' concerns and the applicant’s response is contained in Attachment 2.
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REFERRALS
Internal
•

City Assets - Consultant Arborist

The application was referred to Council's Consultant Arborist regarding the proposed removal of
the two (2) Canary Island Date Palms along the western boundary of the subject site and the
response is provided as follows:
The two mature Phoenix canariensis have stout robust trunks and a compact
symetrical canopy which extends over car parking spaces to the east and a bitumen
thoroughfare to the west.
There were no visible signs of fungal fruiting bodies and/or active pests and deseases
noted. Foliage colour is good and foliage density is typical of this species. However,
due to the natural growth characteristics of Phoenix canariensis, they can harbour
vermin beneath the loose husks and dead fronds also pose a fire risk.
Palms, like other trees, produce and shed considerable amounts of debris in the form
of dead fronds, flowers and flower sheaths, seeds and seed panniculi. Regular
maintenance undertaken keeps this to a minimum, however during the seed
production period (spring to summer) copious quantities can accumulate prior to the
next maintenance cycle.
This is of particular concern in this case as the trees are located directly adjacent a
proposed retirement village carpark. Seeds of P.canariensis have potential to become
serious trip hazards when associated with hard surfaces such as paved footpaths and
car park areas.
Having given consideration to the plans provided and observations made of the trees,
I conclude that the two Phoenix canariensis are not suitable for retention in their
current growong environment. The most appropriate course of action to abate the
issues identified with the palms, and to ensure that the proposed development is
possible, I recommend complete removal. Due to open access and location of the
palms, transplanting is also an option.
•

City Assets - Stormwater and Traffic

Based on the supporting stormwater calculations provided for the Stage 1 development
application, it would be reasonable for the Stage 2 works to directly discharge stormwater to the
street once completed.
Additionally the number of car parks proposed appears to be adequate and should be clearly
defined and line-marked in accordance with the relevant Australian Standards.
Concern was raised in relation to the proposed manoeuvrability arrangements for the refuse
enclosure within the subject site with Council's Consultant Traffic Engineer advising that the
design of the internal roadway would require a truck to reverse approximately 50 metres to reach
the bins, which was considered to be unreasonable.
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Accordingly the applicant provided a supporting letter from a Traffic Consultant which identifies
that waste collection will be undertaken by a private contractor who will utilise a small rear lift
waste truck. The Traffic consultant has prepared an indicative plan demonstrating that a
comparable truck could utilise the apartment building car park entrance to undertake a reverse
side turn to reverse back to the bins and then exit the site in a forward direction. This is
considered to be acceptable given the relatively low number of truck movements likely to occur
within the site area and prevents the need to dedicate a large turning circle area to the rear of the
site, thus enabling greater provision of landscaping and site areas for the units.
Previous Referrals
Reference is made to the previous Department of Planning, Transport and Infrastructure (DPTI)
referral as part of Stage 1 of development for information purposes with the key points
summarised below.
External - Department of Planning, Transport and Infrastructure (DPTI)
•

DPTI does not object in-principle to the proposed development subject to a number of
conditions.

ASSESSMENT
The subject land is located within the Residential Zone, and more particularly the Low Density
Policy Area 20, as described in the West Torrens Council Development Plan. The main
provisions of the Development Plan which relate to the proposed development are as follows:
General Section
Crime Prevention
Design and Appearance
Interface between Land Uses
Landscaping, Fences and
Walls
Medium and High Rise
Development
Orderly and Sustainable
Development
Regulated Trees

Residential Development

Transportation and Access

1
Objectives
Principles of Development Control 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8 & 10
1&2
Objectives
1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 9, 10, 11, 12,
Principles of Development Control 13, 14, 15, 16, 17, 20, 21,
22, 23 & 24
1, 2 & 3
Objectives
Principles of Development Control 1, 2, 3, 4 & 5
1&2
Objectives
Principles of Development Control 1, 2, 3, 4, 5 & 6
1, 2 & 3
Objectives
Principles of Development Control 1, 2, 3, 5, 12 & 13
1, 2, 3, 4 & 5
Objectives
Principles of Development Control 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6 & 7
1&2
Objectives
Principles of Development Control 1, 2 & 3
1, 2, 3, 4 & 5
Objectives
Principles of Development Control 1, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11,
12, 13, 14, 15, 16, 17, 18,
19, 20, 21, 22, 23, 24, 25,
26, 27, 28, 29, 30 & 31
1, 2, 3, 4 & 5
Objectives
Principles of Development Control 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 7, 8, 9, 14, 15,
16, 17, 18, 19, 20, 21, 22,
23, 24, 25, 26, 27, 28, 29,
30, 31, 32, 33, 34, 35, 36,
37, 38, 40, 41, 42, 43, 44 &
45
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Zone: Residential
Desired Character Statement:
This zone will contain predominantly residential development. There may also be some smallscale non-residential activities such as offices, shops, consulting rooms and educational
establishments in certain locations. Non-residential activities will be complementary to
surrounding dwellings.
Allotments will be at very low, low and medium densities to provide a diversity of housing
options in different parts of the zone. The range of allotment sizes will support the desired
dwelling types anticipated in each policy area, and the minimum allotment sizes shall be treated
as such in order to achieve the Desired Character for each policy area and, in turn, reinforce
distinction between policy areas. Row dwellings and residential flat buildings will be common
near centres and in policy areas where the desired density is higher, in contrast to the
predominance of detached dwellings in policy areas where the distinct established character is
identified for protection and enhancement. There will also be potential for semi-detached
dwellings and group dwellings in other policy areas.
Residential development in the form of a multiple dwelling, residential flat building or group
dwelling will not be undertaken in a Historic Conservation Area.
Landscaping will be provided throughout the zone to enhance the appearance of buildings from
the street as viewed by pedestrians, provide an appropriate transition between the public and
private realm and reduce heat loads in summer.
Objectives
1, 2, 3 & 4
Principles of Development Control
1, 2, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12, 13 & 14
Policy Area: Policy Area 20 - Low Density
Desired Character Statement:
Allotments in the policy area will be at low density, accommodating predominantly detached
dwellings and some other dwellings types such as semi-detached and group dwellings. There
will be a denser allotment pattern close to centre zones where it is desirable for more residents
to live and take advantage of the variety of facilities focused on centre zones. Battleaxe
subdivision will not occur in the policy area to preserve a pattern of rectangular allotments
developed with buildings that have a direct street frontage.
Buildings will be up to 2 storeys in height. Garages and carports will be located behind the front
façade of buildings.
Development will be interspersed with landscaping, particularly behind the main road frontage,
to enhance the appearance of buildings from the street as viewed by pedestrians, provide an
appropriate transition between the public and private realm and reduce heat loads in summer.
Low and open-style front fencing will contribute to a sense of space between buildings.
Objectives
1
Principles of Development Control
1, 2 & 4
QUANTITATIVE ASSESSMENT
It is recognised that the proposed development incorporates the conversion of the existing
community centre into a single retirement unit, with a new community centre proposed within the
residential flat building. The existing community centre is a single-storey dwelling with a singlewidth garage and associated landscaping and private open space. Accordingly as the proposed
conversion into a dwelling (retirement unit) is considered to be of a minor nature and accords
with the relevant Development Plan provisions, the following table focuses on the residential flat
building component of the application.
The proposal is assessed for consistency with the prescriptive requirements of the Development
Plan as outlined in the table below:
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DEVELOPMENT PLAN
PROVISIONS

STANDARD

ASSESSMENT

ALLOTMENT AREA

(existing)

3964m² (overall site area)

SITE FRONTAGE

(existing)

21.04m (existing) fronting
onto Henley Beach Road

INTERNAL FLOOR AREAS
75m² for 2 bedroom
Module: Residential Development dwellings/apartments
PDC 9

76m² to 95m² (varies)

SITE COVERAGE

(Nil)

1887m² / 47.5% approx. of
overall site with all structures
combined

STREET SETBACK
Module: Residential Zone
PDC 8

Greater than 2.0m distance at least the average setback
of the adjacent buildings
(5.24m and 19.0m = 12.1m
(approx.))

6.0m

SIDE/REAR SETBACKS
Module: Residential Zone
PDC 11

Side
2.0m + plus an additional
setback which is equal to the
increase in wall height above
6 metres = 4.6m minimum

3.0m (west - residential flat
building to church boundary)
8.5m (east - residential flat
building to existing retirement
units)

Satisfies

Does Not Satisfy

Does Not Satisfy
Rear
8.0m for two or more storey
components of a building

>8.0m to the northern rear
boundary
Satisfies

PRIVATE OPEN SPACE
2 bedroom dwellings located
Module: Residential Development above ground level: 11m²
PDC 22
2.0m minimum dimension

Balconies ranging from 7.4m²
to 10.3m ²
>2.0m minimum dimensions
Does Not Satisfy

LANDSCAPING
Module: Landscaping, Fences &
Walls
PDC 4

10% of the site

Over 1100m² (including rear
private open space areas) /
27.8%
Satisfies
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1 car-parking space required
per unit for aged care
retirement homes as
stipulated in Table We/To2

17 spaces provided, including
3 visitor spaces and 1
disability access space
Satisfies

OVERSHADOWING
Protect winter sunlight to
Module: Residential Development adjacent dwellings' north
PDC 10, 11, 12, 13
facing windows, private open
space and solar panels

The subject site is oriented
north-south with the majority
of potential overshadowing
from the residential flat
building to occur across
Henley Beach Road.
Satisfies

BUILDING HEIGHT
Module: Residential Policy Area
20
Desired Character

Buildings will be up to two
storeys in height

Residential flat building: three
storeys
Does Not Satisfy

QUALITATIVE ASSESSMENT
In assessing the merits or otherwise of the application, the proposed development satisfies the
relevant Development Plan provisions with the exception of the following, as discussed under the
following sub headings:
Surrounding Uses
The proposed development is for the second stage of a retirement village complex located off
Henley Beach Road, Lockleys. The broader subject land has not been sub-divided through either
stage of the proposed development. It is also noted that supported accommodation is envisaged
in both the Residential Zone and Policy Area provisions.
As noted previously, the subject land adjoins St Francis Primary School and a Catholic Church
immediately to the west. A dwelling and ancillary structures are located to the rear of the land
and are owned by and accessed via the adjoining Catholic Church with five residential allotments
located to the east of the site.
The subject site and proposed supported accommodation provides a logical transition between
the church and school sites to the north and west, and the adjoining low density residential
development to the east and south. Furthermore, Stage 1 of the proposed development
incorporates single-storey retirement units to the north and east which provide a transition and
buffer to the proposed three-storey residential flat building within the south-western corner of the
site.
The proposed development, in particular the three-storey residential flat building, is considered to
be acceptable in the locality as supported accommodation is envisaged within both the Zone and
Policy Area and has been appropriately sited and designed to minimise the potential impacts to
adjoining dwelling occupants.
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Building Height
The proposed development incorporates a three-storey residential flat building to accommodate
retirement units (apartments) on the two upper levels of the building with a vertical side wall
height of 8.6 metres. Principle of Development Control 6 of the Residential Zone stipulates that
development should be a maximum of two storeys with a maximum vertical side wall height of
6.0 metres. The two storey maximum building height is also echoed in the Desired Character of
the Low Density Policy Area 20.
It is recognised that the proposed development is greater in height and scale than envisaged in
the Residential Zone and Low Density Policy Area 20. Despite this, the proposed three-storey
building is considered to be acceptable in this instance for the following reasons:
• The subject site fronts onto Henley Beach Road which is a major arterial road and is also
adjoining a church to the west which is of a similar height and scale to the proposed building which is a unique setting and unlikely to be readily replicated nearby.
• The location of the building within the south-western corner of the site enables a transition in
building heights from the surrounding single-storey retirement units to the proposed threestorey residential flat building which is further offset by the setbacks to surrounding buildings.
• The building façade has been designed to incorporate a pitched roof, and significant
articulation and mix of materials and colours to create an attractive and interesting design to
the streetscape.
Accordingly for the reasons outlined above the height of the proposed residential flat building is
considered to be acceptable.
Setbacks
Front Setback
The front setback of future development on the subject site should be at least the average
setback of the adjacent buildings, being approx. 5.24m (east) and 19.0m (west) equating to a
minimum setback of 12.1m (approx.). The proposed front boundary setback of the residential flat
building is 6.0m (south) to Henley Beach Road.
Front setbacks along Henley Beach Road within the locality of the site of the proposed
development are somewhat varied and range from 5 metres to 19 metres on the northern side of
the road, and 3.5 metres to 12.5 metres on the southern side of the road.
Within the locality, the western adjoining site has the greatest setback from the street
(approximately 19 metres). However, this land is not residential in nature and allows for a
'horseshoe' driveway forward of the building for drop off/pick up and access to the on-site
carparking facilities located on the eastern side and towards the rear of the building.
The adjoining land immediately to the east of the site, as well as the corner site on the eastern
side of Kenton Street, have site areas of approximately 1,200-1,400m² and contain dwellings
constructed circa 1950. These sites have considerable redevelopment potential given their size
and the age of the existing homes. The Development Plan provisions allow allotments with a
minimum site area of 300m², which would allow for approximately four dwellings on each site.
Given that these sites are corner allotments and in consideration of the adjoining front setback,
any future development may result in a front setback between 3 and 5 metres.
The shortfall is considered to be critical to the overall merit of the application in this instance
given that the front setbacks within the locality are varied, the commercial nature of the western
adjoining site and the development potential of the sites immediately to the east.
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Side Setback
Additionally, the proposed western side boundary setback of the proposed residential flat building
of 3.0 metres does not meet the minimum requirement of 4.6 metres as specified in the
Residential Zone provisions. It is also noted that the proposed development incorporates a
significant landscaping buffer along the western boundary.
As mentioned previously, the subject site is in a unique location where it is adjoining an existing
church site to the west which incorporates significant setbacks to all boundaries including a large
'horseshoe' driveway area to the front of the site.
It is for these reasons that the shortfall in the western side boundary setback is considered to be
acceptable.
Open Space
The proposed balconies associated with the upper level dwellings of the residential flat building
are the primary area of private open space associated with the dwellings, with a large area of
communal open space of approx. 230m² located at ground level adjoining the proposed
community centre. Specifically the proposed balconies will range from 7.4m² to 10.3m² in area,
though all will have dimensions greater than 2.0 metres.
Whilst it is recognised that the proposed balcony areas do not meet the 11m² minimum sought
for upper level dwellings with two bedrooms, this is not considered to be detrimental to the
proposed development given the large area of communal open space to be provided at ground
level that will offset these deficiencies. Furthermore the subject site is within 400 metres of the
Lockleys Linear Park to the west and other areas of passive open space within the broader
locality which will provide ample opportunity for recreation activities.
For the reasons outlined above, the proposed deficiencies in balcony sizes are not considered to
be critical to the application and are considered to be acceptable.
Medium and High Rise Development
In response to the representations received during the Category 3 public notification and the
issues raised through an initial assessment of the application by Council, the applicant has
amended the plans to:
• reduce the scale of the residential flat building from four storeys to three storeys;
• incorporate a pitched roof with hips and gables, and incorporated 3.0m ceiling heights for the
ground and first floors; and
• incorporate significant articulation, architectural features and a mix of colours and materials
to all facades of the proposed building.
Furthermore, the proposed building clearly addresses the Henley Beach Road frontage and the
internal access road frontage, with the same standard of building articulation to the northern and
western facades. A high quality masonry fence incorporating a mix of timber slats, stone veneer
and metal work with acoustic panels will be erected along the front boundary incorporating a
vehicle access gate and pedestrian gate. The broader subject site, including the communal open
space area, will be landscaped with a mix of plants including mature plantings which will
contribute to an attractive and pleasant environment, particularly given the arterial road frontage
of the site.
The lobby area will be provided at ground level enabling convenient access to the upper level
apartments, and the new community centre will be easily identifiable and accessible from ground
level with a clear building entrance and a disability access car park to the front. Letterboxes for
the retirement village complex will be located within the communal garden area and the waste
refuse area will be located to the rear of the site and screened from view by plantings.
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In consideration of the elements discussed above, the proposed development generally accords
with the intent of the medium rise development provisions of the Development Plan.
SUMMARY
The subject site is ideally located in Lockleys within walking distance to public transport, localscale shops and several areas of communal public open space, such as the Linear Park and
Kooyonga Golf Course. This particular site offers an ideal transition between low density
residential development to the east and south, and the church and school site, and further
retirement living development to the west and north.
The proposed conversion of the existing community centre to a single retirement living unit is
considered to be appropriate as the overall building design can support this change including the
provision of both an undercover and visitor car park, and an area of private open space to the
rear. Accordingly the conversion of this building to an additional unit is considered to be minor in
nature and acceptable.
The two-staged approach to the development has enabled a transition between single-storey
retirement units to the north and east, thereby creating a buffer to the existing surrounding
residential development, whilst utilising the location of the site fronting onto Henley Beach Road
to develop a high quality retirement living building that offers further variety in housing choice for
the local population.
The proposed development meets the sole objective of the Supported Accommodation, Housing
for Aged Persons and People with Disabilities section of the Development Plan, specifically being
the 'provision of well-designed supported accommodation for community groups with special
needs in appropriate locations'. Furthermore, supported accommodation is envisaged in both the
Residential Zone and Policy Area 20 provisions of the Development Plan.
Having considered all the relevant Objectives and Principles of the Development Plan, the
proposal is considered to be not seriously at variance with the Development Plan.
On balance the proposed development sufficiently accords with the relevant provisions contained
within the West Torrens Council Development Plan Consolidated 25 June 2015 and warrants
Development Plan Consent.
RECOMMENDATION
The Development Assessment Panel, having considered all aspects of the report, the application
for consent to carry out development of land and pursuant to the provisions of the Development
Act 1993 resolves to GRANT Development Plan Consent for Application No. 211/476/2015/2 by
David Romaldi Architects to undertake the construction of a three-storey (3) storey residential flat
building comprising twelve (12) dwellings, a community centre and associated carparking and
landscaping; and, conversion of the community centre (Stage 1) into a single storey detached
dwelling associated with the retirement village complex, and removal of two (2) Phoneix
canariensis (Canary Island Date Palms). (STAGE 2) at 452 Henley Beach Road, Lockleys (CT
5213/662) subject to the following conditions of consent (and any subsequent or amended
condition that may be required as a result of the consideration of reserved matters under Section
33(3) of the Development Act 1993):
Council Conditions
1.

That the development shall be undertaken and completed in accordance with the plans and
information stamped with Development Plan Consent on 14 June 2016 as detailed in this
application except where varied by any condition(s) listed below.
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That all stormwater design and construction shall be in accordance with Australian
Standards and recognised engineering best practices to ensure that stormwater does not
adversely affect any adjoining property or public road and for this purpose stormwater
drainage shall not at any time:a)
b)
c)
d)

Result in the entry of water into a building; or
Affect the stability of a building; or
Create unhealthy or dangerous conditions on the site or within the building; or
Flow or discharge onto the land of an adjoining owner; and not flow across footpaths or
public ways.

For this purpose final stormwater management details, including calculations of stormwater
detention, disposal and reuse and water quality design and calculations shall be submitted
to and approved by Council prior to or at the time of application for Building Rules Consent.
3.

That all driveways, parking and manoeuvring areas shall be formed, surfaced with
concrete, bitumen or paving, and be properly drained, and shall be maintained in
reasonable condition at all times.

4.

That all carparking spaces shall be linemarked, in accordance with the approved plans and
in accordance with Australian Standard 2890.1, 2004 Parking Facilities, Part 1, Off Street
Carparking, prior to the occupation of the proposed development. Linemarking and
directional arrows shall be clearly visible at all times.

5.

That all landscaping shall be planted in accordance with the approved plans prior to the
occupancy of the development. Any person(s) who have the benefit of this approval shall
cultivate, tend and nurture the landscaping, and shall replace any landscaping which may
become diseased or die.

6.

Appropriate measures and adequate provision shall be made on-site for a private
contractor to collect all domestic refuse from wholly within the site and collection shall occur
between the hours of 7am and 6pm weekdays only.

7.

That any lighting of internal driveways shall be directed and screened so that light spill is
not a nuisance to adjoining properties.

8.

Prior to the removal of the tree approved herein, $168 shall be paid into the Planning and
Development Urban Tree Fund (2 replacement trees @ $84/tree) in lieu of replanting.
Cheques are to be made payable and marked "Not Negotiable" to the Development
Assessment Commission and payment made on the 5th Floor, Roma Mitchell House, 136
North Terrace, Adelaide or sent to GPO Box 1815 Adelaide 5001. For payments by mail,
please include Development Number, Applicant Name and Address of the Development.
Payment may also be made over the phone with Credit Card (Mastercard or Visa) by
calling the Development Assessment Commission’s Customer Service Officer on 8303
0724.

9.

Council requires one (1) business day's notice of the following stages of building work:
• Commencement of building work on site.
• The commencement of placement of any structural concrete.
• The completion of wall and roof framing prior to the installation of linings.
• Completion of building work.
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Department of Planning, Transport and Infrastructure Conditions
1.

All vehicles shall enter and exit the sites in a forward direction.

2.

Stormwater run-off shall be collected on-site and discharged without jeopardising the
integrity and safety of the arterial road. Any alterations to the road drainage infrastructure
required to facilitate this shall be at the applicant's cost.
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273 Marion Road, NORTH PLYMPTON

Application No.

211/114/2016

Appearing before the Panel will be:
Representors:

Paul Fasano of 2A Galway Avenue, North Plympton wishes to appear in
support of the representation.

Applicant:

Philip Botsaris, applicant, wishes to appear to respond to representations.

DEVELOPMENT APPLICATION DETAILS
DEVELOPMENT PROPOSAL

Demolition of an existing dwelling; Construction of a twostorey residential flat building containing six (6) dwellings
with garages under main roof; Community Title Land
Division - DAC - 211/C018/16 (Unique ID 53503) - Create
five (5) additional allotments

APPLICANT

Construct Living Pty Ltd

APPLICATION NO

211/114/2016

LODGEMENT DATE

9 February 2016

ZONE

Residential

POLICY AREA

19 - Medium Density

APPLICATION TYPE

Merit

PUBLIC NOTIFICATION

Category 2

REFERRALS

Internal
 City Assets
External
 DPTI

DEVELOPMENT PLAN
VERSION

5 November 2015

MEETING DATE

14 June 2016

RECOMMENDATION

REFUSE

BACKGROUND
The development proposal is presented to the Development Assessment Panel (DAP) for the
following reasons:
• With regard to residential development and land division applications, where all proposed
allotments and or sites fail to meet, nor are within 5% of, the minimum frontage widths
and site areas designated in respective zones and policy areas within the West Torrens
Council Development Plan,
• All Category 2 or 3 applications where a representor has requested to be heard shall be
assessed and determined by the DAP.
• All applications where the assessing officer recommends refusal, shall be assessed and
determined by the DAP.
PREVIOUS or RELATED APPLICATION(S)
Nil
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SITE AND LOCALITY
The subject site fronts Marion Road, North Plympton and currently consists of an existing
building that has been used as a local retail land use. The subject site is shown in Figure 1 &
Figure 2.
Figure 1 Subject Site

The immediate locality contains residential development fronting both Marion Road and Galway
Avenue. This residential development consists of predominately detached dwellings, residential
flat buildings and group dwellings. The adjoining property to the south contains an office and to
the north on the corner of Galway Avenue and Marion Road is a medical practice.
The wider locality contains industrial and commercial development fronting Marion Road and
Galway Avenue and the subject site is approximately 185 metres from a Local Centre Zone on
the corner of Marion Road and Talbot Avenue.
Other notable land uses in the locality include aged housing to the west of the subject site.
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Figure 2 Subject Site

Source: Property Location Browser 2016 (http://maps.sa.gov.au/plb/)

The relevant Development Plan map page and an overhead image of the site and locality can be
found on the following pages.
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PROPOSAL
Demolition of an existing building; Construction of a two-storey residential flat building containing
six (6) dwellings with garages under main roof;
•
•
•
•

The dwellings will contain 3 bedrooms and living areas on the upper level with kitchen,
family living and car parking located on the lower level.
The dwellings are internally oriented on the subject site with Bedroom 1 & 2 in dwellings
2-5 overlooking the common driveway. Bedroom 3 and living rooms oriented to the north
in dwellings 2-5.
Dwellings 1 & 6 will provide 118m² of living area per dwelling and Dwellings 2-5 will
provide 127m² of living area.
The proposed building (Residential Flat Building) is of a contemporary design with a flat
roof and variety of colours and finishes proposed.

Community Title Land Division - DAC - 211/C018/16 (Unique ID 53503) - Create five (5)
additional allotments
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PUBLIC NOTIFICATION
The application is a Category 2 form of development pursuant to Section 38 and Schedule 9 of
the Development Act and Regulations and Residential Zone, Procedural Matters.
Properties notified:

Thirteen properties were notified during the public notification
process.

Representations:

One representation was received.

Persons wishing to be
heard:

One representor identified that they wish to address the Panel.
•

Summary of
Representations:

Paul Fasano

Concerns were raised regarding the following matters;
• Boundary development

The Applicant did not provide a response to the representation.
A copy of the representor's concerns is contained in Attachment 2.

REFERRALS
Internal
City Assets Department
Concerns were raised regarding the following matters;
•
•
•

Finished Floor Levels (Flooding)
Verge Interaction
Stormwater Detention

The following concerns remain outstanding:
Stormwater Detention (Large Residential)
As the size of allotment(s) being affected by the proposed development totals between 1,000 and
4,000 square metres, stormwater detention measures will be required to be undertaken to restrict
the total discharge from the total development site to a maximum of 20 litres per second for the
site critical 20 year ARI storm event. In calculating the stormwater detention requirements, runoff
from any existing structures and buildings to be maintained must be taken into consideration.
It is recommended that an indication of how the storage is to be provided and calculations
supporting the nominated volume be submitted to Council.
It is noted that the stormwater detention measures are in addition to the compulsory Building
Code of Australia (BCA) stormwater re-use requirement that is necessary for the new dwellings.
For clarity the BCA required rainwater re-use storage should also be indicated on the plans. To
encourage improved Water Sensitive Urban Design measures within the proposed development,
once the necessary extent and distribution of detention storage has been acceptably calculated,
Council will permit this storage to traded (on a one to one basis) and added to the compulsory
BCA active stormwater re-use storage.
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External
Pursuant to Section 37 and Schedule 8 of the Development Act and Regulations, the application
was referred to:
Department of Planning, Transport & Infrastructure
DPTI does not object in-principle to the proposed development, subject to the following
conditions.
1.

The site shall be served by a single shared access point direct to/from Marion Road. No
additional vehicular access shall be created.

2.

The shared access shall be a minimum of 6.0 metres in width at the property boundary and
extend at that width for a minimum of 6.0 metres into the site.

3.

The garage for Dwelling 1 shall be located adjacent Dwelling 2.

4.

All vehicles shall enter and exit the site in a forward direction.

5.

Pedestrian sightlines at the access shall be in accordance with AS/NZS2890.1:2004.

6.

The shared driveway and on-site manoeuvring areas shall remain clear of any impediments
to vehicle movements (such as meters, garden beds and parked vehicles).

7.

Stormwater run-off shall be collected on-site and discharged without jeopardising the
integrity and safety of Marion Road. Any alterations to the road drainage infrastructure
required to facilitate this shall be at the applicant's cost.

A full copy of the relevant report is attached, refer Attachment 3.

ASSESSMENT
The subject land is located within the Residential Zone, Policy Area 19, as described in the West
Torrens Council Development Plan. The main provisions of the Development Plan which relate to
the proposed development are as follows:
General Section
Objectives
Advertisements

Principles of Development Control
Objectives

Animal Keeping

Building near Airfields
Bulk Handling and Storage
Facilities
Centres and Retail
Development

Principles of Development Control
Objectives
Principles of Development Control
Objectives
Principles of Development Control
Objectives
Principles of Development Control

1, 2 & 3
1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10,
11, 12, 13, 14, 15, 16, 17,
18, 19, 20, 21 & 22
1, 2 & 3
1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10,
11, 12, 13, 14, 15, 16, 17,
18, 19, 20, 21, 22, 23, 24,
25, 26, 27 & 28
1
1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6 & 7
1
1, 2, 3 & 4
1, 2, 3, 4, 5 & 6
1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10,
11, 12 & 13
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Objectives
Coastal Areas

Community Facilities
Crime Prevention

Principles of Development Control
Objectives
Principles of Development Control
Objectives
Principles of Development Control
Objectives

Design and Appearance
Energy Efficiency
Hazards
Heritage Places
Historic Conservation Area
Industrial Development
Infrastructure
Interface between Land Uses
Land Division
Landscaping, Fences and
Walls
Marinas and Maritime
Structures
Metropolitan Open Space
System
Mineral Extraction

Principles of Development Control
Objectives
Principles of Development Control
Objectives
Principles of Development Control
Objectives
Principles of Development Control
Objectives
Principles of Development Control
Objectives
Principles of Development Control
Objectives
Principles of Development Control
Objectives
Principles of Development Control
Objectives
Principles of Development Control
Objectives
Principles of Development Control
Objectives
Principles of Development Control
Objectives
Principles of Development Control
Objectives
Principles of Development Control

1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8 & 9
1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10,
11, 12, 13, 14, 15, 16, 17,
18, 19, 20, 21, 22, 23, 24,
25, 26, 27, 28, 29, 30, 31
& 32
1&2
1, 2 & 3
1
1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9 &
10
2
1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10,
11, 12, 13, 14, 15, 16, 17,
18, 19 & 20
1&2
1, 2, 3 & 4
1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9 &
10
1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10,
11, 12, 13, 14 & 15
1, 2 & 3
1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8 & 9
1, 2, 3 & 4
1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10,
11, 12 & 13
1, 2, 3, 4 & 5
1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10,
11 & 12
1, 2, 3, 4 & 5
1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10,
11 & 12
1&2
1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7 & 8
1, 2, 3 & 4
1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10,
11, 12, 13, 14, 15, 16, 17,
18, 19, 20 & 21
1&2
1, 2, 3, 4, 5 & 6
1
1, 2, 3, 4 & 5
1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6 & 7
1, 2, 3 & 4
1, 2, 3, 4, 5 & 6
1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10,
11, 12 & 13
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Objectives
Principles of Development Control
Natural Resources

Open Space and Recreation
Orderly and Sustainable
Development
Regulated Trees
Renewable Energy Facilities

Objectives
Principles of Development Control
Objectives
Principles of Development Control
Objectives
Principles of Development Control
Objectives
Principles of Development Control
Objectives
Principles of Development Control

Residential Development

Significant Trees
Siting and Visibility
Sloping Land
Supported Accommodation,
Housing for Aged Persons and
People with Disabilities
Telecommunications Facilities
Tourism Development

Transportation and Access

Waste

Waste Management Facilities

Objectives
Principles of Development Control
Objectives
Principles of Development Control
Objectives
Principles of Development Control
Objectives
Principles of Development Control
Objectives
Principles of Development Control
Objectives
Principles of Development Control

1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10,
11, 12 & 13
1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10,
11, 12, 13, 14, 15, 16, 17,
18, 19, 20, 21, 22, 23, 24,
25, 26, 27, 28, 29, 30, 31,
32, 33, 34, 35, 36, 37, 38,
39 & 40
1, 2, 3 & 4
1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10,
11, 12, 13, 14 & 15
1, 2, 3, 4 & 5
1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7 & 8
1&2
1, 2 & 3
1&2
1&2
1, 2, 3, 4 & 5
1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10,
11, 12, 13, 14, 15, 16, 17,
18, 19, 20, 21, 22, 23, 24,
25, 26, 27, 28, 29, 30, 31,
32, 33, 34, 35, 36, 37, 38,
39, 40, 41, 42, 43, 44, 45,
46, 47, 48, 49, 50, 51, 52,
53, 54, 55 & 56
1&2
1, 2, 3, 4 & 5
1
1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7 & 8
1
1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6 & 7
1
1, 2, 3, 4, 5 & 6

1&2
1, 2, 3 & 4
1, 2, 3, 4 & 5
1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10,
11, 12 & 13
Objectives
1, 2, 3, 4 & 5
Principles of Development Control 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10,
11, 12, 13, 14, 15, 16, 17,
18, 19, 20, 21, 22, 23, 24,
25, 26, 27, 28, 29, 30, 31,
32, 33, 34, 35, 36, 37, 38,
39, 40 & 41
Objectives
1&2
Principles of Development Control 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10,
11, 12, 13, 14, 15 & 16
Objectives
1, 2 & 3
Principles of Development Control 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10,
11, 12, 13, 14, 15, 16, 17
& 18
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Zone: Residential Zone
Desired Character Statement (extract);
This zone will contain predominantly residential development. There may also be some smallscale non-residential activities such as offices, shops, consulting rooms and educational
establishments in certain locations. Non-residential activities will be complementary to
surrounding dwellings.
Allotments will be at very low, low and medium densities to provide a diversity of housing
options in different parts of the zone. The range of allotment sizes will support the desired
dwelling types anticipated in each policy area, and the minimum allotment sizes shall be treated
as such in order to achieve the Desired Character for each policy area and, in turn, reinforce
distinction between policy areas. Row dwellings and residential flat buildings will be common
near centres and in policy areas where the desired density is higher, in contrast to the
predominance of detached dwellings in policy areas where the distinct established character is
identified for protection and enhancement. There will also be potential for semi-detached
dwellings and group dwellings in other policy areas.
Landscaping will be provided throughout the zone to enhance the appearance of buildings from
the street as viewed by pedestrians, provide an appropriate transition between the public and
private realm and reduce heat loads in summer.
Objectives

1. A residential zone comprising a range of dwelling types,
including a minimum of 15 per cent affordable housing.
2. Dwellings of various types at very low, low and medium
densities.
3. Increased dwelling densities in close proximity to centres,
public transport routes and public open spaces.
4. Development that contributes to the desired character of the
zone.

Principles of Development
Control

1 The following forms of development are envisaged in the zone:
▪ affordable housing
▪ domestic outbuilding in association with a dwelling
▪ dwelling
▪ dwelling addition
▪ small scale non-residential use that serves the local community,
for example:
- child care facility
- health and welfare service
- open space
- primary and secondary school
- recreation area
- shop measuring 250 square metres or less in gross leasable
floor area
▪ supported accommodation.
5 Development should not be undertaken unless it is consistent
with the desired character for the zone and policy area.
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7 Dwellings should be set back from allotment or site boundaries
to:
(a) contribute to the desired character of the relevant policy area
(b) provide adequate visual privacy by separating habitable rooms
from pedestrian and vehicle movement.
10 Dwelling setbacks from side and rear boundaries should be
progressively increased as the height of the building, (with the
total wall height of the building being measured from the existing
ground level at the boundary of the adjacent property as shown by
Figure 1), increases to:
(a) minimise the visual impact of buildings from adjoining
properties
(b) minimise the overshadowing of adjoining properties.
12 Side boundary walls in residential areas should be limited in
length and height to:
(a) minimise their visual impact on adjoining properties
(b) minimise the overshadowing of adjoining properties.
13 Except where otherwise specified by a policy area, side
boundary walls comply with the following:
(a) side boundary walls should be located immediately abutting
the wall of an existing or simultaneously constructed building on
the adjoining site and constructed to the same or to a lesser
length and height
(b) side boundary walls:
(i) should have a maximum vertical wall height of 3 metres
(ii) should have a maximum length of 8 metres
(iii) should be constructed along one side of the allotment only
and no further than 14 metres from the front boundary
(c) where there is an existing adjacent boundary wall which is
setback greater than 1 metre from the front setback standard
established for the rest of the street, side boundary walls should
be located not more than 1 metre closer to the primary street
frontage.
Policy Area: Medium Density 19
Desired Character Statement: Allotments in this policy area will be at medium density,
accommodating a range of dwelling types including semi-detached, row and group dwellings, as
well as some residential flat buildings and some detached dwellings on small allotments. There
will be a denser allotment pattern close to centre zones where it is desirable for more residents
to live and take advantage of the variety of facilities focused on centre zones.
New buildings will contribute to a highly varied streetscape. Buildings will be up to 2 storeys,
except for allotments fronting Brooker Terrace, Marion Road and Henley Beach Road, and
overlooking the Westside Bikeway, where buildings will be up to 3 storeys in height and provide
a strong presence to streets. Garages and carports will be located behind the front facade of
buildings.
Development will be interspersed with landscaping, particularly behind the main road frontage,
to enhance the appearance of buildings from the street as viewed by pedestrians, provide an
appropriate transition between the public and private realm and reduce heat loads in summer.
Objectives
Objectives
Principles of Development Control
Principles of Development Control
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QUANTITATIVE ASSESSMENT
The proposal is assessed for consistency with the prescriptive requirements of the Development
Plan as outlined in the table below.
A key issue in the assessment of this proposed development is the average site area per
dwelling proposed by the development.
Principal of Development Control 5 in the Medium Density Policy Area reads:
5 When a dwelling is located within 400 metres of a centre zone, it should have a minimum
site area (and in the case of residential flat buildings, an average site area per dwelling)
and a frontage to a public road not less than that shown in the following table:

For the purposes of this planning assessment average site area per dwelling has been calculated
by excluding the common driveway, consistent with the advice received by Council from its legal
advisors.

DEVELOPMENT PLAN
PROVISIONS

STANDARD

ASSESSMENT

SITE AREA

150m² average

121m² (average)

PDC 5 Medium Density Policy
Area

(Residential Flat Building
within 400m of a Centre
Zone)

Not Satisfied

ALLOTMENT AREA

1076m² (existing)
15m

SITE FRONTAGE

18.29m (existing)
18.29m (proposed)

PDC 5 Medium Density Policy
Area

Satisfies

SITE DEPTH

58.83m (existing)
60%

SITE COVERAGE

41.7% approximately

PDC 3 Medium Density Policy
Area

Satisfies
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3 metres (Marion Road)

3m
Satisfies

PDC 3 Medium Density Policy
Area
SIDE/REAR SETBACKS

Side
2.0m ground level

2m (northern elevation)
0m for two lengths
northern elevation
Not Satisfied

PDC 11 Residential Zone
PDC 3 Medium Density Policy
Area

3.3m (northern elevation)
2.5m upper level
Rear
6m

PRIVATE OPEN SPACE
Council Wide PDC 19

24m²
Minimum
metres

dimension

6.03m setback
Satisfies

of

Council Wide PDC 20 Private
open space should not include
driveways, effluent drainage
areas, rubbish bin storage areas,
sites for rainwater tanks and
other utility areas, sites for
outbuildings, and common areas
such as parking areas and
communal open space.

CARPARKING SPACES
Council Wide PDC 34
(Transportation & Access)
Table WeTo/2

on

Dwelling 1: 29.5m²
3 Dwelling 6: 31m²
Satisfies
Dwellings 2-5: 24 m²
(including storage of rubbish
bins, clothes drying and
rainwater tanks.)
Not Satisfied

13.5 (14) car-parking spaces
required

14 provided
Satisfies

QUALITATIVE ASSESSMENT
In assessing the merits or otherwise of the application, the proposed development generally
satisfies the relevant Development Plan provisions with the exception of the following, as
discussed under the following sub headings:
Siting
The proposed residential flat building is consistent with front and rear setbacks identified in the
Development Plan, however it does include common boundary development on the northern
allotment boundary that is inconsistent with Development Plan requirements.
Bulk and Scale
The proposed built form (Residential Flat Building) will have a frontage of 11.5 metres to Marion
Road (identified as a Secondary Arterial Road Map WeTo/12 Transport) which represents
approximately 63% of the site frontage.
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The Marion Road façade will be broken up with a series of rectangular windows. The northern
elevation will contain similar windows which will minimise opportunities for overlooking. The
building design has attempted to break up wall areas through the use of different materials,
finishes and articulation.
It is noted that the subject site could have been developed for a 3 storey building up to a height of
12.5 metres. The height of the proposed development is lower than the Development Plan allows
and overall it is considered that the bulk and scale of the proposed building is reasonable.
Overlooking and Overshadowing
The proposed development includes window sill heights of 1.7 metres on the northern elevation,
with obscure glazing for wet area windows in Dwelling 1 & 6 (south elevation and north
elevation).
Dwellings 1-6 all contain windows that overlook the common driveway. Dwellings 5 & 6 have the
potential to overlook the rear of 271 Marion Road, which currently contains an office and vacant
area at the rear of the site that is part of a hammerhead allotment. Given this land could be
developed for a residential land use should the application be granted consent a condition
requiring this potential for overlooking to be dealt with is recommended.
The subject site comprises an allotment that is oriented east/west and the upper storey is
setback 4.9 metres (southern boundary) and 3.0 metres (northern boundary). On that basis there
is expected to be limited overshadowing of adjacent allotments. It is noted that the applicant did
not provided a shadow diagram as part of the development application.
Colours and Materials
Material of construction include Hebel powerpanel and cladding walls, timber entrance doors and
panel lift garage doors. Proposed material colours included lime green, burnt orange, grey and
charcoal.
Visual Impact on Neighbouring Developments & Streetscape
There are a number of Council Wide Principles of Development Control that address building
design and impact on the streetscape including:
12 Buildings (other than ancillary buildings, group dwellings or buildings on allotments
with a battle axe configuration) should be designed so that the main façade faces the
primary street frontage of the land on which they are situated.
14 Buildings should be designed and sited to avoid extensive areas of uninterrupted
walling facing areas exposed to public view.
15 Building design should emphasise pedestrian entry points to provide perceptible and
direct access from public street frontages and vehicle parking areas.
The proposed Residential Flat Building is oriented towards the proposed common driveway and
not its primary frontage of Marion Road. Dwelling 1 at the front of the building is oriented
internally and does not address the road frontage (Marion Road) in a significant manner.
18 Development should preserve and enhance streetscapes by:
(a) the incorporation of fences and gates in keeping with the height, scale and type of
fences in the locality
(b) limiting the number of driveway crossovers.
The construction of a 1.8 metre rendered fence on the front property boundary and the proposed
3 metre front boundary setback will present a strong built form presence to the street. This design
approach is not consistent with the relevant Council wide principles of Development Control.
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Private Open Space
As well as the prescriptive requirements for a minimum size and dimensions of private open
space the Development Plan contains recommended design criteria to ensure that private open
space is suitable. These provisions include:
18 Private open space (available for exclusive use by residents of each dwelling) should
be provided for each dwelling and should be sited and designed:
(a) to be accessed directly from the internal living areas of the dwelling
(b) to be generally at ground level (other than for residential flat buildings) and to the side
or rear of a dwelling and screened for privacy
(c) to take advantage of, but not adversely affect, natural features of the site
(d) to minimise overlooking from adjacent buildings
(e) to achieve separation from bedroom windows on adjoining sites
(f) to have a northerly aspect to provide for comfortable year round use
(g) not to be significantly shaded during winter by the associated dwelling or adjacent
development
(h) to be partly shaded in summer
(i) to minimise noise or air quality impacts that may arise from traffic, industry or other
business activities within the locality
(j) to have sufficient area and shape to be functional, taking into consideration the location
of the dwelling, and the dimension and gradient of the site.
20 Private open space should not include driveways, effluent drainage areas, rubbish bin
storage areas, sites for rainwater tanks and other utility areas, sites for outbuildings, and
common areas such as parking areas and communal open space.
The proposed private open space for Dwelling 1 in the front setback area immediately adjacent to
Marion Road has the potential to be significantly impacted upon by Marion Road through traffic
noise. Also while it is located at the side of the proposed Residential Flat Building, this is only
because the orientation of the building is towards the common driveway. If the building were
oriented towards Marion Road this private open space would be in front of the building.
In addition, as outlined above, the private open space provided for Dwellings 2-5 is the minimum
24m², however this includes the storage of bins, clothes drying lines and rainwater tanks and the
configuration of the open space would limit it's useability. If the area for clothes drying, bin
storage and rainwater is removed the private open space provided is approximately 16m², it is
therefore considered that the private open space provided for Dwellings 2-5 does not meet the
Development Plan requirements.
The proposed residential flat building will have two lengths of wall on the common boundary
(north elevation) for a length of 8.1 & 8.2 metres with a height of 3.5 metres from ground level.
Development on property boundaries is addressed in a number of objectives and principles of
development control within the Development Plan including:
12 Side boundary walls in residential areas should be limited in length and height to:
(a) minimise their visual impact on adjoining properties
(b) minimise the overshadowing of adjoining properties.
13 Except where otherwise specified by a policy area, side boundary walls comply with
the following:
(a) side boundary walls should be located immediately abutting the wall of an existing or
simultaneously constructed building on the adjoining site and constructed to the same
or to a lesser length and height
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(b) side boundary walls:
(i) should have a maximum vertical wall height of 3 metres
(ii) should have a maximum length of 8 metres
(iii) should be constructed along one side of the allotment only and no further than 14
metres from the front boundary
(c) where there is an existing adjacent boundary wall which is setback greater than 1
metre from the front setback standard established for the rest of the street, side
boundary walls should be located not more than 1 metre closer to the primary street
frontage.
The single representation received in relation to the proposed development related to the location
of the development on the common property boundary and indicated that the representation
could be addressed by offsetting the walls from the boundary. The applicant chose not to
respond to this written representation and has not amended the plans to offset the common
boundary walls.
Stormwater
Councils City Assets Department has determined that as the size of allotment(s) being affected
by the proposed development totals between 1000 and 4000 square metres, stormwater
detention measures will be required to be undertaken to restrict the total discharge from the total
development site to a maximum of 20 litres per second for the site critical 20 year ARI storm
event. In calculating the stormwater detention requirements, runoff from any existing structures
and buildings to be maintained must be taken into consideration.
They have recommended that an indication of how the storage is to be provided and calculations
supporting the nominated volume be submitted to Council.
This information has not been provided to Council and, were the Development Application to be
granted Development Plan Consent, this issue should be considered as a Reserved Matter.
Waste Storage & Collection
Bin storage for each dwelling is to be located in the private open space area which is discussed
elsewhere in this report. On bins collection day 12 bins will be placed on the Marion Road
streetscape. With a site frontage of 11.29 metres (18.29 metres frontage less the proposed
common driveway and landscaping) there appears to be insufficient space for the collection of
bins associated with the proposed development.
Contamination
The subject land is not identified in the Council contaminated land register, but as the site has
had previous commercial use, should the DAP be of a mind to support the proposal a site use
history assessment will be required.
Regulated & Significant Trees
The proposed development should it proceed will require the removal of existing vegetation on
site. An engineering survey has been undertaken for the proposed site and provided as part of
the development application documentation which identifies two trees on the site while aerial
photograph shows several other trees on site. None of the trees have been identified as
regulated or significant. Should they meet the criteria for regulated or significant trees then an
approval for any tree damaging activity or removal will be required.
Landscape Assessment
Council Wide Principle of Development Control 283 – A minimum of 10 percent of a development
site should be landscaped.
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An indicative landscaping schedule has been provided as part of the development application
and the areas of landscaping have been included in the site plan. Landscaping will be contained
within the front setback area which is allocated as private open space for Dwelling 1, adjacent the
common driveway and in the private open space of Dwellings 2-6. The total area of site
landscaping (including private open space) is approximately 136m² which is great than 10% of
the site area.
Land Division
Council Wide provisions that relate to Land Division include:
Objective 2 Land division that creates allotments appropriate for the intended use.
Objective 5 Land division should result in allotments of a size suitable for their intended
use.
Objective 7 Allotments in the form of a battleaxe configuration should:
(a) have an area of at least the minimum site area specified by the zone, policy area or
precinct (excluding the area of the ‘handle’ of such an allotment)
(b) provide for an access onto a public road, with the driveway ‘handle’ being not less than:
(i ) 4 metres in width to facilitate landscape planting along the driveway, and
(ii) 5.5 metres for at least the first 5 metres of the driveway for an allotment
accommodating two or more dwellings to allow vehicles to pass safely
(c) contain sufficient area on the allotment for a vehicle to turn around to enable it to egress
the allotment in a forward direction
(d) not be created where it would lead to multiple access points onto a road which would
dominate or adversely affect the amenity of the streetscape (for example through the
loss of mature street trees, on-street parking or pedestrian safety)
(e) be avoided where their creation would be incompatible with the prevailing pattern of
development.
Principle of Development Control 2 Land should not be divided if any of the following apply:
(a) the size, shape, location, slope or nature of the land makes any of the allotments
unsuitable for the intended use
(b) any allotment will not have a frontage to one of the following:
(i) an existing road
(ii) a proposed public road
(iii) access to a public road via an internal roadway in a plan of community division
(c) the intended use of the land is likely to require excessive cut and/or fill
(d) it is likely to lead to undue erosion of the subject land or land within the locality
(e) the wastewater treatment plant to which subsequent development will be connected
does not have sufficient capacity to handle the additional wastewater volumes and
pollutant loads generated by such development
(f) the area is unsewered and cannot accommodate an appropriate onsite wastewater
disposal system within the allotment that complies with (or can comply with) the relevant
public and environmental health legislation applying to the intended use(s)
(g) any allotments will straddle more than one zone, policy area or precinct
(h) the allotments unreasonably restrict access to publicly owned land such as recreation
areas.
In addition the Desired Character for the Residential Zone outlines that:
Allotments will be at very low, low and medium densities to provide a diversity of housing
options in different parts of the zone. The range of allotment sizes will support the desired
dwelling types anticipated in each policy area, and the minimum allotment sizes shall be
treated as such in order to achieve the Desired Character for each policy area and, in turn,
reinforce distinction between policy areas.
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Principal of Development Control 4 in the Medium Density Policy Area outlines that unless the
development is located within 400m of a Centre Zone, a residential flat building should have an
average site area of 270m².
As the subject site is within 400m of a small local centre zone located at the corner of Talbot
Avenue and Marion Road, then Principal of Development Control 5 in the Medium Density Policy
Area applies:
5 When a dwelling is located within 400 metres of a centre zone, it should have a minimum
site area (and in the case of residential flat buildings, an average site area per dwelling)
and a frontage to a public road not less than that shown in the following table:
150 m² average.
It can be seen above that the subject site is granted a substantial variation from the average site
area provision for a residential flat building by virtue of being located within 400m of a centre
zone. The development proposal involves a further variation of approximately 20% from this
150m² site average with the development having an average site area of 121m². This is a
significant departure from the provisions of the Development Plan given the clear policy intent for
minimum site areas or average site areas to be complied with to allow each policy area to
achieve its desired character. Further the applicant has provided no justification as to why a
lesser site average should be considered appropriate in this location.
Given the average site area of the proposed development and the area provided to each
proposed dwelling that forms part of the residential flat building, it is consider that the proposed
land division does not create lots that are of a suitable size for their intended purpose of
residential development.
SUMMARY
The proposed development of a Residential Flat Building within the Residential Zone and Policy
Area 19 is considered an appropriate land use. In particular given the location of the proposed
development at 273 Marion Road and its proximity to public transport, medium density
development on this site is considered desirable.
While the proposed development meets many of the qualitative and quantitative standards within
the West Torrens Development Plan, it is deficient in a number of key areas most notably
minimum average site areas and the provision of useable private open space. These deficiencies
have the potential to negatively impact on any future residents of the proposed development.
The average site area provisions in the Development Plan are not met by the proposed
development and this has a flow on effect on the quality of the open space provided, its location,
dimensions and suitability. This also results in the design of the building including two significant
areas of common boundary development which has been identified as a potential impact by one
of the adjoining owners who has made a written representation in relation to the proposed
development.
The design of the Residential Flat Building does not significantly address its primary frontage of
Marion Road and when combined with the proposed rendered fence will present a dominant built
form to the streetscape. While the rendered fence may be deemed necessary to provide a level
of privacy to the private open space of dwelling 1, the location of this private open space in the
front setback area is not ideal and it is questionable as to the amenity that would be enjoyed in
this area, which is the only private open space provided to Dwelling 1.
The need to locate the private open space adjacent Marion Road is likely a symptom of the scale
of the development proposed on the site and its inability to meet the minimum site area averages
prescribed in the Development Plan.
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Having considered all the relevant Objectives and Principles of the Development Plan, the
proposal is not considered to be seriously at variance with the Development Plan.
On balance the proposed development does not sufficiently accord with the relevant provisions
contained within the West Torrens (City) Development Plan Consolidated 05 November 2015
and does not warrant the granting of Development Plan Consent.
RECOMMENDATION
The Development Assessment Panel, having considered all aspects of the report, the application
for consent to carry out development of land and pursuant to the provisions of the Development
Act 1993 resolves to REFUSE Development Plan Consent for Application No. 211/114/2016 by
Construct Living Pty Ltd to Demolition of an existing building; Construction of a two-storey
residential flat building containing six (6) dwellings with garages under main roof; Community
Title Land Division - DAC - 211/C018/16 (Unique ID 53503) - Create five (5) additional allotments
at 273 Marion Road, North Plympton (CT 5672/281) for the following reasons:
1.

The proposed development is contrary to


Council Wide Objectives 2,5
Reason: Average site area and useability of proposed community lots



Council Wide Principles of Development Control 2,12, 18, 19, 20
Reason: Building not oriented to primary street frontage
Insufficient private open space provided, location of bins storage, rainwater tanks
and clothes drying in nominated private open space



Residential Zone Objective 4
Reason: Proposed development is inconsistent with Desired Character due to
proposed average site area per dwelling



Residential Zone Principles of Development Control 11, 12,13
Reason: Insufficient side setbacks, length, height and location of building walls on
common boundary,



Policy Area 19 Objective 1
Reason: Proposed development does not provide an appropriate transition from
public to private realm due to dominance of built form



Policy Area Principles of Development Control 5
Reason: Insufficient average site area per dwelling
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2 Brooker Terrace, COWANDILLA

Application No.

211/1125/2015

DEVELOPMENT APPLICATION DETAILS
DEVELOPMENT PROPOSAL

Installation of a verandah facade sign associated with the
use of a building

APPLICANT

Genesis Pregnancy Support Inc

APPLICATION NO

211/1125/2015

LODGEMENT DATE

24 September 2015

ZONE

Residential

POLICY AREA

Policy Area 20

APPLICATION TYPE

Non-complying

PUBLIC NOTIFICATION

Category 1

REFERRALS

Internal
 Nil
External
 Nil

DEVELOPMENT PLAN
VERSION

25 June 2015

MEETING DATE

14 June 2016

RECOMMENDATION

CONSENT SUBJECT TO DAC CONCURRENCE

BACKGROUND
The development proposal is presented to the Development Assessment Panel (DAP) for the
following reason:
• All applications for non-complying forms of development shall be assessed and
determined by the DAP.
The proposal is retrospective in nature; a previous application for the approval of four signs was
refused under delegation. The applicant subsequently removed three signs and has now
submitted an application for the remaining one.
PREVIOUS or RELATED APPLICATION(S)
DA 211/391/2015 - Installation of four signs associated with the use of a building - REFUSED
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SITE AND LOCALITY
The subject land is located in Residential Zone and more particularly within Residential Policy
Area 20. The subject land is located on the western side of Brooker Terrace and is within 100m
of the Brooker Terrace and Sir Donald Bradman Drive intersection.
Although the subject land is located within a Residential Zone there is a mixture of land uses
within the locality which may be due to the fact that the subject land is located adjacent to a
Neighbourhood Centre Zone and in close proximity to a major arterial road. Some of the land
uses which exist within the locality include, the West Torrens Council Chamber and Library, the
Church of Christ, Diabetes SA, Centro Hilton Shopping Centre, Billy Baxters Café, Oasis Pizza
Takeaway, The Place Café, a news agency, a clothing boutique, a hairdresser, Cowandilla
Primary School, single storey detached and semi-detached reproduction dwellings and 1920's
bungalows.
Sir Donald Bradman Drive also has a significant influence on the character of the locality. Being a
primary arterial road the locality experiences a high volume of daily traffic and the noise
generated by passing traffic has a significant influence on the amenity.
The site and locality are shown on the following maps.
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PROPOSAL
The proposed development involves the installation of a verandah facade advertising sign for the
purposes of advertising the tenant of the subject site, being Genesis Pregnancy Support. The
sign will not be illuminated and it only incorporates the colours white and purple. The sign is 6
metres long by 0.670 metres wide and is 2.860meters above ground level.
A copy of the proposal is contained in Attachment 1.

NON-COMPLYING
The application is a non-complying form of development, due to "Advertisements and/or
advertising hoarding" being listed as non-complying development in the Procedural Matters table
of the Residential Zone of the West Torrens Council Development Plan (as consolidated 25 June
2015). The signage is considered to be advertising and the subject land is within the Residential
Zone.
The Administration resolved, under delegation, to proceed with an assessment of the proposal
and determined that it was not necessary for the Applicant to provide a Statement of Effect
pursuant to Regulation 17 of the Development Regulations 2008. This decision was made on the
basis that the new structure would be used in a manner that is ancillary, in association with, and
will facilitate the better enjoyment of, the existing use of the subject land. Furthermore, the
proposed development was considered to be of a minor nature given the size of the subject land,
the authorised use of the site, the location of the development within the site, and the ancillary
manner in which the development will relate to the use of the site without having unreasonable
impact on occupiers of adjoining properties.
The application is now presented to the DAP for a decision. Should the Panel resolve to approve
the application, the concurrence of the Development Assessment Commission (DAC) is required.
Alternatively, should the Panel resolve to refuse the application, no appeal rights are afforded to
the applicant.

PUBLIC NOTIFICATION
The proposed development is not listed as a Category 1 or 2 form of development in the
Procedural Matters table of the Residential Zone of the West Torrens Council Development Plan
(as consolidated 5 November 2015).
Clause 3 of Schedule 9 of the Development Regulations 2008 allows non-complying
development to be processed as a Category 1 development should a development comprise the
construction of a structure to be used as ancillary to or in association with an existing building,
and which will facilitate the better enjoyment of the purpose for which the existing building is
being used, and which constitutes, in the opinion of the relevant authority, development of a
minor nature only.
As noted earlier in this report, the Administration considered the proposed development to be of
a minor nature, will be ancillary to, and will facilitate the better enjoyment of, the authorised land
use.
The proposed development was accordingly processed as a Category 1 form of development in
accordance with Section 38 of the Development Act 1993.
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REFERRALS
Nil
ASSESSMENT
The subject land is located within the Residential Zone, more particularly Policy Area 20 as
described in the West Torrens Council Development Plan. The main provisions of the
Development Plan which relate to the proposed development are as follows:
General Section
Advertisements
Historic Conservation Area
Orderly and Sustainable
Development

Objectives
Principles of Development Control
Objectives
Principles of Development Control
Objectives
Principles of Development Control

1, 2 & 3
1, 2, 4, 5, 6, 10, 11, 14 &
16
1, 2 & 3
1, 2 &11
1
1

Zone: Residential Zone
Desired Character Statement:
"This zone will contain predominantly residential development. There may also be some smallscale non-residential activities such as offices, shops, consulting rooms and educational
establishments in certain locations. Non-residential activities will be complementary to
surrounding dwellings.
Allotments will be at very low, low and medium densities to provide a diversity of housing
options in different parts of the zone. The range of allotment sizes will support the desired
dwelling types anticipated in each policy area, and the minimum allotment sizes shall be treated
as such in order to achieve the Desired Character for each policy area and, in turn, reinforce
distinction between policy areas. Row dwellings and residential flat buildings will be common
near centres and in policy areas where the desired density is higher, in contrast to the
predominance of detached dwellings in policy areas where the distinct established character is
identified for protection and enhancement. There will also be potential for semi-detached
dwellings and group dwellings in other policy areas.
Residential development in the form of a multiple dwelling, residential flat building or group
dwelling will not be undertaken in a Historic Conservation Area.
Landscaping will be provided throughout the zone to enhance the appearance of buildings from
the street as viewed by pedestrians, provide an appropriate transition between the public and
private realm and reduce heat loads in summer."
Objectives
Principles of Development Control

1&4
1&2
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Policy Area: Low Density Policy Area 20
Desired Character Statement:
Allotments in the policy area will be at low density, accommodating predominantly detached
dwellings and some other dwellings types such as semi-detached and group dwellings. There
will be a denser allotment pattern close to centre zones where it is desirable for more residents
to live and take advantage of the variety of facilities focused on centre zones. Battleaxe
subdivision will not occur in the policy area to preserve a pattern of rectangular allotments
developed with buildings that have a direct street frontage.
Buildings will be up to 2 storeys in height. Garages and carports will be located behind the front
façade of buildings.
Development will be interspersed with landscaping, particularly behind the main road frontage,
to enhance the appearance of buildings from the street as viewed by pedestrians, provide an
appropriate transition between the public and private realm and reduce heat loads in summer.
Low and open-style front fencing will contribute to a sense of space between buildings.
Objectives
Principles of Development Control

1
1&2

QUALITATIVE ASSESSMENT
In assessing the merits or otherwise of the application, with the exception of being noncomplying, the proposed development largely satisfies the relevant Development Plan provisions
with the exception of the following, as discussed under the following sub headings:
Land Use and Zoning
The intent of the Residential Zone is primarily for the development of residential development in
various forms and densities, with some small-scale non-residential development acceptable in
certain locations. Genesis Pregnancy Support is an existing establishment that has occupied the
site for a number of years and the proposed sign is of a size and design that will enable the site
occupants to better enjoy the existing land use, whilst not detrimentally impacting the existing
and lawful enjoyment of surrounding residential development.
The proposed sign is complementary to this existing lawful use and is of a size and scale that will
not detract from the amenity of the existing streetscape or be visually obtrusive to surrounding
development. It is for these reasons the proposed advertising sign within the Residential Zone is
considered to be appropriate.
Signage
As noted in the table above, there are no quantitative parameters for advertising signage that is
located within a Residential Zone. Accordingly, the proposed sign is assessed on qualitative
measures with some reference to the size and scale typically envisaged for new signage.
The proposed verandah façade sign fits the context and the size of the building to which it is
attached. Furthermore, the advertising area is very modest in size and is intended for
informational purposes by identifying the business. In consideration of the height, scale and
design of the sign, it is relatively minor in nature and will not detrimentally impact the visual
amenity of the locality.
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SUMMARY
The proposed sign is for information purposes associated with Genesis Pregnancy Support, and
is of a size and design that is appropriate for the building and the locality. Furthermore the
proposed development will not detrimentally impact the character of the locality as it is of a
relatively minor nature and simplistic design.
Having considered all the relevant Objectives and Principles of the Development Plan, the
proposal is considered to be not seriously at variance with the Development Plan.
On balance the proposed development sufficiently accords with the relevant provisions contained
within the West Torrens Council Development Plan Consolidated 25 June 2015 and warrants
Development Plan Consent.

RECOMMENDATION
The Development Assessment Panel, having considered all aspects of the report, the application
for consent to carry out development of land and pursuant to the provisions of the Development
Act 1993 resolves to GRANT Development Plan Consent subject to the concurrence of the
Development Assessment Commission for Application No. 211/1125/2015 by Genesis
Pregnancy Support to undertake the installation of a verandah facade sign associated with the
use of a building at 2 Brooker Avenue, Cowandilla (CT 5816/275) subject to the following
conditions:
Council Conditions
1.

That the sign, herein approved, shall be maintained in good repair with all words and
symbols being clearly visible at all times.

2.

That the sign, herein approved, shall not move, flash, blink or rotate in any manner.

3.

That the proposed sign shall not be internally or externally illuminated.
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208A Holbrooks Road, UNDERDALE

Application No.

211/1253/2015

DEVELOPMENT APPLICATION DETAILS
DEVELOPMENT PROPOSAL

Construction of a single storey residential flat building
containing two (2) dwellings

APPLICANT

LS Design Construct

APPLICATION NO

211/1253/2015

LODGEMENT DATE

23 October 2015

ZONE

Residential Zone

POLICY AREA

Low Density Policy Area 20

APPLICATION TYPE

Merit

PUBLIC NOTIFICATION

Category 1

REFERRALS

Internal
 Civil Engineer (City Assets) - Traffic and
manoeuvrability, stormwater detention & disposal and
finished floor levels
External
 Nil

DEVELOPMENT PLAN
VERSION

25 June 2015

MEETING DATE

14 June 2016

RECOMMENDATION

REFUSE

BACKGROUND
The development proposal is presented to the Development Assessment Panel (DAP) for the
following reasons:
•

•

With regard to residential development and land division applications, where all proposed
allotments and or sites fail to meet the minimum frontage widths and site areas
designated in respective zones and policy areas within the West Torrens Council
Development Plan,
All applications where the assessing officer recommends refusal, shall be assessed and
determined by the DAP.

PREVIOUS or RELATED APPLICATION(S)
DA 211/952/2010 - Construction of two (2) x two storey group dwellings and two (2) single storey
group dwellings - Development Plan Consent Lapsed
DA 211/135/2013 - Land Division - Torrens Title DAC No - 211/D016/13 Create One (1)
Additional Allotment - Torrens Title Approval
DA 211/862/2014 - Construction of free-standing carport/verandah - Development Approval
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SITE AND LOCALITY
The subject land is described as Allotment 31 Deposited Plan 94001 in the area named
Underdale Hundred of Adelaide as contained in Certificate of Title Volume 6148 Folio 979. The
land is more commonly known as 208A Holbrooks Road, Underdale.
The subject land is located on the western side of Holbrooks Road, between Howard Street and
Arnold Street. It is a battle-axe allotment that is situated behind 208 Holbrooks Road, with the
handle located along the southern boundary, abutting the boundary of 210A Holbrooks Road.
The subject land is the result of subdivision of the parent allotment which occurred in 2013. The
driveway is community land and is used by the occupiers of 208 Holbrooks Road for parking
purposes. The driveway is eight (8) metres wide at the road, and sixty-four (64) metres in length.
Excluding the driveway handle (communal area) the total area of the subject land is
approximately 540 square metres, and it is currently vacant.
The subject land is located within the Residential Zone and more particularly Low Density Policy
Area 20. The site is directly adjacent Medium Density Policy Area 19 and approximately
seventy-five (75) metres south of the Low Density Policy Area 21.
Whilst the majority of residential stock in the locality is intact on rectangular shaped allotments
there are some examples of infill development mainly in the form of group dwellings and
residential flat buildings which are dispersed amongst the locality and broader locality. Therefore
it cannot be said that there is a consistent allotment pattern. The residential development within
the locality is highly varied and contains group dwellings, a maisonette, a double storey
residential flat building, and detached dwellings. The dwelling styles range from 1920-30's Tudor,
villas, bungalows and cottages to contemporary style dwellings built within the 2000's.
The site and locality are shown on the following maps.
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PROPOSAL
The applicant is seeking Development Plan Consent for the construction of a single storey
residential flat building containing two dwellings. Each dwelling will have a garage and alfresco
built under the main roof. The layout of each dwelling will differ slightly but essentially both will
contain an open plan living/dining and kitchen area, three bedrooms, one bathroom and a
laundry. The proposal includes areas of landscaping within the associated areas of private open
space and along the shared driveway.
A copy of the proposal is contained in Attachment 1.

PUBLIC NOTIFICATION
The application is a Category 1 form of development pursuant to Section 38 and Schedule 9 of
the Development Act and Regulations and the Residential Zone Procedural Matters Section of
the West Torrens Council Development Plan.
REFERRALS
Internal
•

Civil Engineer - City Assets

The application was referred to Council's Civil Engineer for comment on traffic and
manoeuvrability, stormwater detention and disposal and finished floor levels. The current
proposal presents no concerns with regard to vehicle manoeuvrability, stormwater disposal and
finished floor levels but there is one outstanding matter involving stormwater detention that has
not been addressed by the applicant. The following advice regarding stormwater detention was
provided:
"As advised in previous land division development application (DA 211/135/2013), as the
size of allotment(s) being affected by the proposed development totals between 1000 and
4000 square metres, stormwater detention measures will be required to be undertaken to
restrict the total discharge from the total development site to a maximum of 20 litres per
second for the site critical 20 year ARI storm event.
In calculating the stormwater detention requirements, runoff from any existing structures
and buildings to be maintained must be taken into consideration.
It is recommended that an indication of how the storage is to be provided and calculations
supporting the nominated volume be submitted to Council."
The above stormwater detention matter can be addressed by way of a reserved matter should
the application be granted Development Plan Consent.
ASSESSMENT
The subject land is located within the Residential Zone and more particularly within Low Density
Policy Area 20 as described in the West Torrens Council Development Plan. The main provisions
of the Development Plan which relate to the proposed development are as follows:
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General Section
Crime Prevention
Design and Appearance

Energy Efficiency

Infrastructure
Landscaping, Fences and
Walls
Orderly and Sustainable
Development
Residential Development

Transportation and Access

Objectives
Principles of Development
Control
Objectives
Principles of Development
Control
Objectives
Principles of Development
Control
Objectives
Principles of Development
Control
Objectives
Principles of Development
Control
Objectives
Principles of Development
Control
Objectives
Principles of Development
Control
Objectives
Principles of Development
Control

1
1, 2, 7 & 8
1
1, 2, 3, 4, 9, 10, 11, 13, 14 & 15
1&2
1, 2 & 4
3
1, 3, 5, 6 & 8
1
1, 2, 3 & 4
1, 2, 3, 4 & 5
1, 3 & 7
1, 2, 3, 4 & 5
1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11,
12, 13, 14, 15, 16, 18, 19, 20,
21, 28, 29, 30 & 31
2
1, 23, 24, 25, 28, 34, 35, 36, 44
& 45

Zone: Residential Zone
Desired Character Statement:
"This zone will contain predominantly residential development. There may also be some smallscale non-residential activities such as offices, shops, consulting rooms and educational
establishments in certain locations. Non-residential activities will be complementary to
surrounding dwellings.
Allotments will be at very low, low and medium densities to provide a diversity of housing
options in different parts of the zone. The range of allotment sizes will support the desired
dwelling types anticipated in each policy area, and the minimum allotment sizes shall be treated
as such in order to achieve the Desired Character for each policy area and, in turn, reinforce
distinction between policy areas. Row dwellings and residential flat buildings will be common
near centres and in policy areas where the desired density is higher, in contrast to the
predominance of detached dwellings in policy areas where the distinct established character is
identified for protection and enhancement. There will also be potential for semi-detached
dwellings and group dwellings in other policy areas.
Residential development in the form of a multiple dwelling, residential flat building or group
dwelling will not be undertaken in a Historic Conservation Area.
Landscaping will be provided throughout the zone to enhance the appearance of buildings from
the street as viewed by pedestrians, provide an appropriate transition between the public and
private realm and reduce heat loads in summer."
Objectives
Principles of Development Control

1-4
1, 5, 6, 7, 10, 11, 12, 13 & 14
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Policy Area: Low Density Policy Area 20
Desired Character Statement:
"Allotments in the policy area will be at low density, accommodating predominantly detached
dwellings and some other dwellings types such as semi-detached and group dwellings. There
will be a denser allotment pattern close to centre zones where it is desirable for more residents
to live and take advantage of the variety of facilities focused on centre zones. Battleaxe
subdivision will not occur in the policy area to preserve a pattern of rectangular allotments
developed with buildings that have a direct street frontage.
Buildings will be up to 2 storeys in height. Garages and carports will be located behind the front
façade of buildings.
Development will be interspersed with landscaping, particularly behind the main road frontage,
to enhance the appearance of buildings from the street as viewed by pedestrians, provide an
appropriate transition between the public and private realm and reduce heat loads in summer.
Low and open-style front fencing will contribute to a sense of space between buildings".
Objectives
Principles of Development Control

1
1, 2 & 3

QUANTITATIVE ASSESSMENT
The proposal is assessed for consistency with the prescriptive requirements of the Development
Plan as outlined in the table below:
QUALITATIVE ASSESSMENT
In assessing the merits or otherwise of the application, the proposed development predominantly
satisfies the relevant Development Plan provisions with the exception of the following, as
discussed under the following sub headings:

DEVELOPMENT
PLAN PROVISIONS

STANDARD

ASSESSMENT
Dwelling 1

SITE AREA
Low Density Policy
Area 20
PDC 3

Detached Dwelling
340m²(min.)
Semi-detached Dwelling
340m²(min.)
Group Dwelling
340m²(min.)

288.6m²
Residential flat
building not
envisaged, therefore
no minimum land
size stipulated

Dwelling 2

251.06m²
Residential flat
building not
envisaged,
therefore no
minimum land size
stipulated
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SIDE/REAR
SETBACKS
Residential Zone
PDC 11

Side
0/1m (min.)(ground floor)

1m - North
3.948m - South

1m - North
5.7m - South

Satisfies

Satisfies

900mm

1m

Does Not Satisfy

Does Not Satisfy

1 storey

1 storey

Satisfies

Satisfies

109m²

106.76m²

3+ Bedroom, 100m²
(min.)

Satisfies

Satisfies

<300m²
- 24m² (min.), of which
8m² may comprise
balconies, roof patios
and the like, provided
they have a minimum
dimension of 2m.
-Minimum dimension 3m
(excl. balconies).
- 16m² (min.) at the rear
of side of dwelling,
directly accessible from a
habitable room.

52.8m² (total)
4.8m (min. dimension)
52.8m² (accessed
from habitable room)

42.3m² (total)
4m (min. dimension)
42.3m² (accessed
from habitable room)

Satisfies

Satisfies

- 2 car-parking spaces
required, 1 of which is
covered + an additional
0.25 spaces per dwelling

2 spaces provided (1
covered)

2 spaces provided (1
covered)

Satisfies

Satisfies

Rear
3m (min.)(ground floor)

BUILDING HEIGHT
Residential Zone
PDC 6
INTERNAL FLOOR
AREA
Residential
Development
PDC 9
PRIVATE OPEN
SPACE
Residential
Development
PDC 19

CARPARKING
SPACES
Transportation and
Access
PDC 34
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Max 2 storeys or 6m

Site Area and Desired Character
The proposal is for the construction of a single storey residential flat building containing two
dwellings. There are no provisions within the Low Density Policy Area 20 to guide the
development of residential flat buildings. As, unlike detached, semi-detached, or group dwellings,
residential flat buildings are not a specifically envisaged land use within the policy area and
consequently there is no policy to help guide the minimum site area of such development.
Low Density Policy Area 20, PDC 3 is shown within the West Torrens Development Plan as
follows:
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A dwelling should have a minimum site area and a frontage to a public road not less than that
shown in the following table:
(a) when located 400 metres or more from a centre zone, or
(b) when located within 400 metres of the Neighbourhood Centre Zone on Marion Road

*Please note that the subject land is not located within 400 metres of a Centre Zone*

Given that there is no variance in site area depending on the dwelling type, the proposed site
areas will be compared against the minimum of 340 square metres.
The calculation of the site area excludes the communal land as delineated on the deposited plan
(see Attachment 2) which is consistent with the land division approval of DA 211/135/2013. The
site of Dwelling 1 is approximately 288.6 square metres, which is 15% less than the site area
sought within the Low Density Policy Area 20. The site of Dwelling 2 is approximately 251.06
square metres, which is 26% less than the site area south within Low Density Policy Area 20. It is
acknowledged that the development is not for any of the above dwelling types, but it is
recognised the site area of 340 square meters is required regardless of the dwelling type and so
it can be presumed that in any case site areas less than this are not favourable.
There are several allotments located outside of the locality and some examples located within the
locality, and within the same policy area, such as 1/2A Howard Street, 2/2A Howard Street that
have areas less than envisaged. But in those circumstances the dwelling types are ones which
are envisaged by the respective policy area.
It may be argued that, as 201-203 Holbrooks Road contains two residential flat buildings each
with areas less than 340 square metres, that the proposed development is appropriate. However,
that allotment is located within Medium Density Policy Area 19 where different site area
provisions and dwelling types apply. Given that the direction of Medium Density Policy Area 19 is
to increase densities in the form of residential flat buildings as one example, there may be a
change in built form on the side of Holbrooks Road opposite the subject land in the future. If there
was a higher prevalence of residential flat buildings within the locality, in accordance with the
Medium Density Policy Area 19 provisions, the proposed residential flat building may be viewed
in a more favourable light given that it would provide transition in the local environment. However,
as this is currently not the case, and the development is being considered based upon the
context of the existing locality, the departure from the site areas sought within the Low Density
Policy Area 20, and along with the incongruous dwelling type, the proposal is not considered to
be appropriate.
Rear Setback
Residential Zone, Principle of Development Control (PDC) 11 seeks a minimum rear setback of
three metres for single storey dwellings. The proposal will result in each proposed dwelling
having a rear setback of less than three metres. Proposed Dwelling 1 will have a rear setback of
900 millimetres and proposed Dwelling 2 will have a rear setback of one metre.
In this instance, the compromised rear setbacks are not considered to be fundamentally
detrimental to the proposal given that in both instances it will not result in any offsite amenity
impacts on adjoining or adjacent land uses.
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Regarding proposed Dwelling 1 the only portion of the dwelling that will be within the 3 metre rear
setback requirement is Bedroom 1 which is 4.7 metres wide. The remainder of the dwelling
maintains a rear setback of 4.5 metres. Given the orientation of the subject land and the scale of
the proposed dwelling it will not create any unreasonable impacts to 1A Arnold Street such as
overshadowing or visual dominance.
Similar to proposed Dwelling 1, the only portion of proposed Dwelling 2 that will be within the 3
metre rear setback requirement is Bedroom 1 which is 4.2 metres wide. The remainder of the
dwelling maintains a 3.3 metre and more, setback from the rear boundary of its respective site.
Given the orientation of the subject land, the scale of the proposed dwelling, the fact that there is
an existing carport built directly adjacent to the portion of the dwelling with the reduced rear
setback, and separation between the proposed dwelling and the existing dwelling on 208
Holbrooks Road is maintained, the rear setback deficiency is not considered to be unreasonable.
The siting of Dwelling 2 is similar to what could be expected if only one dwelling was proposed on
the subject land and therefore the rear setback deficiency is not considered to be a major
departure from the intent of the Development Plan policy.
In consideration of the above, if the rear setback was the only concern with the proposal, it would
not be so seriously at variance with the Development Plan as to warrant refusal of the
application.
Land Division
In accordance with Case Law, either a separate Land Division application must be lodged and
assessed prior to a decision of this Land Use application, or the current application should be
amended to a combined Land Use and Land Division application. Currently no associated
application for land division has been lodged with Council. Should the Panel seek to grant
Development Plan Consent for this proposal, the land division should be listed as a Reserved
Matter.

SUMMARY
With the exception of the minor inconsistency of the rear setback the proposed residential flat
building satisfies the relevant provisions of the West Torrens Development Plan relating to
residential development, and is considered to be an orderly development providing a reasonable
level of amenity for its potential occupants. Although it has been demonstrated that the
development is functional, it is not considered to be an appropriate form of development within
the Low Density Policy Area 20 as the site areas are less than that required for residential
development and the dwelling type is not an envisaged land use.
Having considered all the relevant Objectives and Principles of the Development Plan, the
proposal is considered to be at variance with the Development Plan.
On balance the proposed development does not sufficiently accord with the relevant provisions
contained within the West Torrens (City) Development Plan Consolidated 25 June 2015 and
does not warrant Development Plan Consent.

RECOMMENDATION
The Development Assessment Panel, having considered all aspects of the report, the application
for consent to carry out development of land and pursuant to the provisions of the Development
Act 1993 resolves to REFUSE Development Approval for Application No. 211/1253/2015 by LS
Design Construct to construct a single storey residential flat building containing two (2) dwellings
at 208A Holbrooks Road, Underdale (CT 6148/979) for the following reasons:
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The proposed development is contrary to


Low Density Policy Area 20 Objective 1
Reason: The proposed development is not consistent with the desired character of
the policy area as it is not an envisaged form of development



Low Density Policy Area 20 Principle of Development Control 1& 2
Reason: The proposed development is not consistent with the desired character of
the policy area as it is not an envisaged form of development
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ATTACHMENT 1
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ATTACHMENT 2
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9 Byrnes Street, BROOKLYN PARK

Application No.

211/88/2016 & 211/370/2016

DEVELOPMENT APPLICATION DETAILS
DEVELOPMENT
PROPOSAL

Land Division - Torrens Title;
DAC No 211/D033/16 (Unique
ID 53698); Create one (1)
additional allotment

Construction of two (2)
dwellings each with garage
under main roof

APPLICANT

PETER FRANZON
CONSTRUCTION PTY LTD

VERROCCHI BUILDING
DESIGN

APPLICATION NO

211/370/2016

211/88/2016

LODGEMENT DATE

7 March 2016

1 February 2016

ZONE

Residential

Residential

POLICY AREA

Low Density Policy Area 20

Low Density Policy Area 20

APPLICATION TYPE

Merit

Merit

PUBLIC NOTIFICATION

Category 1

Category 1

REFERRALS

Internal
 Nil (City Assets referral
conducted for land use
application)
External
 Development Assessment
Commission (DAC)
 SA Water

DEVELOPMENT PLAN
VERSION

5 November 2015

Internal
 Civil Engineer (City
Assets) - traffic, parking,
stormwater & drainage.
 Amenity Officer (City
Works) - Street Tree
Assessment.
External
Nil
5 November 2015

MEETING DATE

14 June 2016

14 June 2016

RECOMMENDATION

CONSENT

CONSENT

BACKGROUND
The development proposal is presented to the Development Assessment Panel (DAP) for the
following reason/s:
• With regard to residential development and land division applications, where at least one
proposed allotment and or site does not meet the minimum frontage widths and site areas
designated in respective zones and policy areas within the West Torrens Council
Development Plan, the application shall be assessed and determined by the DAP.
PREVIOUS or RELATED APPLICATION(S)
Nil
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SITE AND LOCALITY
The subject land is described as Allotment 97 Filed Plan 144425 in the area named Brooklyn
Park Hundred of Adelaide, but is more commonly known as 9 Byrnes Street, Brooklyn Park. It is
a rectangular shaped allotment with a frontage width to Byrnes Street of 15.24 metres and a
depth of 45.72 metres. The total site area is approximately 696.77 square metres. The site is
currently vacant, but before the site was cleared it accommodated a dilapidated tennis court and
carport, that was associated with the dwelling situated on 7 Byrnes Street.
The subject land is located on the western side of Byrnes Street and is just south of the Fewings
Avenue and Byrnes Street intersection and is also approximately 62 metres north of Sir Donald
Bradman Drive. The site is located within 400m of a Centre Zone. Vehicle access to the subject
land is currently provided via an existing crossover located to the northern boundary frontage.
The locality is comprised of residential development however the dwelling type is eclectic. To the
east of the subject land residential development is generally in the form of one or two-storey
detached dwellings that have consistent setbacks from the front boundary and are situated on
similar sized rectangular shaped allotments. All of these dwellings were built within the early
2000's.
Dwellings facing Byrnes Street do not have the same uniformity as those developed east of the
subject land. The dwelling form is diverse and they are situated on allotments of various sizes
and shapes. There are examples of 1920's and 1950's detached dwellings situated on large
allotments with wide frontages, a 1960's residential flat building and two semi-detached dwellings
occupying smaller square shaped allotments, and detached dwellings on small rectangle
allotments with wide frontages that have been a result of the subdivision of corner blocks.
Fewings Avenue is primarily made up of 1950's maisonette dwellings on narrow but deep
allotments. There are two examples of battle axe development within the locality one at 352 Sir
Donald Bradman Drive and the other at 68 Lipsett Terrace. Several other residential flat
buildings, mainly established in the 1970's and 1980's, are existent in the wider locality.
The site and locality are shown on the following maps.
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PROPOSAL
It is proposed to construct two, single-storey dwellings each with an associated garage built
under the main roof. The development is in a battle-axe formation with one dwelling having a
direct frontage to the public road, and the other being situated behind with an extended driveway
to provide access to the site. In accordance with case law, land division should come first and
until this has been undertaken the proposed dwellings cannot technically be defined as detached
dwellings, which is, a detached building comprising 1 dwelling on a site that is held exclusively
with that dwelling and has a frontage to a public road, or to a road proposed in a plan of land
division that is the subject of a current development authorisation.

Prior to land division being undertaken and the allotments being created, the dwelling would
more accurately be defined as group dwellings.
Each proposed dwelling comprises an open plan living/dining/kitchen area, two bathrooms, a
separate laundry and three bedrooms.
All car parking facilities associated with the proposed dwellings are accessed by separate
driveways and crossovers.
Landscaping has also been included which indicates that for Dwelling 1 landscaping will mainly
be provided within the front setback area and a portion of the rear yard. For Dwelling 2
landscaping will be provided along the driveway and in a portion of the rear yard.
The proposed land division is for a Torrens Title Land Division creating one additional allotment.
The boundaries of the land division application are consistent with the land use application (DA
211/88/2016). The land division proposal has been lodged to formalise titling arrangements in
accordance with the associated land use development application being concurrently considered
in this report (DA 211/88/2016).
The proposed land use and land division development applications are included in
Attachment 1.

PUBLIC NOTIFICATION
The land division applications are a Category 1 form of development pursuant to Section 38 and
Schedule 9 of the Development Act and Regulations and the Procedural Matters in the
Residential Zone of the West Torrens Development Plan.
REFERRALS
Internal
•

Civil Engineer (City Assets)

The land use application (DA 211/88/2016) was referred to Council’s City Assets Engineer who
considered development levels and drainage, verge interaction, and traffic and manoeuvrability.
Initially only concerns regarding the dimensions of the internal garage widths were raised, but
have since been adequately addressed and are reflected within the plans being considered by
the DAP.
Given that feedback was provided for the land use and the site boundaries are replicated within
the land division drawings, no referral was made for the land division application.
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Amenity Officer (City Works)

The proposed driveway for Allotment 2/Dwelling 2 does not maintain the typical two metre
minimum offset required from existing street trees. In this instance feedback was obtained from
Council's Amenity Officer who supports the one metre offset from the existing street tree, and
therefore the street tree can be retained.
External
The land division application (DA 211/370/2016) was referred to SA Water by the Development
Assessment Commission (DAC) who advised of no objection subject to specified standard
conditions being included on any consent to be issued.
A copy of the relevant referral responses are included in Attachment 2.

ASSESSMENT
The subject land is located within the Residential Zone and more particularly Low Density Policy
Area 20 as described in the West Torrens Council Development Plan. The main provisions of the
Development Plan which relate to the proposed development are as follows:
General Section
Crime Prevention
Design and Appearance
Energy Efficiency
Infrastructure
Land Division
Landscaping, Fences and
Walls
Orderly and Sustainable
Development
Residential Development

Transportation and Access

Objectives
Principles of Development
Control
Objectives
Principles of Development
Control
Objectives
Principles of Development
Control
Objectives
Principles of Development
Control
Objectives
Principles of Development
Control
Objectives
Principles of Development
Control
Objectives
Principles of Development
Control
Objectives
Principles of Development
Control
Objectives
Principles of Development
Control

1
1, 2 & 8
1
1, 2, 3, 4, 9, 12, 13, 14, 15, 21
& 22
1
1, 2, & 3
1, 2 & 3
1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6 & 8
1, 2, 3 & 4
1, 2, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 12 & 16
1
1, 2, 3 & 4
1, 2, 3, 4 & 5
1, 3 & 7
1, 2, 3 & 4
1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12,
13, 14, 15, 16, 18, 19, 20, 21,
22, 23 & 31
2
1, 8, 10, 11, 23, 24, 25, 26, 34,
35 & 44
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Zone: Residential Zone
Desired Character Statement:
"This zone will contain predominantly residential development. There may also be some smallscale non-residential activities such as offices, shops, consulting rooms and educational
establishments in certain locations. Non-residential activities will be complementary to
surrounding dwellings.
Allotments will be at very low, low and medium densities to provide a diversity of housing
options in different parts of the zone. The range of allotment sizes will support the desired
dwelling types anticipated in each policy area, and the minimum allotment sizes shall be treated
as such in order to achieve the Desired Character for each policy area and, in turn, reinforce
distinction between policy areas. Row dwellings and residential flat buildings will be common
near centres and in policy areas where the desired density is higher, in contrast to the
predominance of detached dwellings in policy areas where the distinct established character is
identified for protection and enhancement. There will also be potential for semi-detached
dwellings and group dwellings in other policy areas.
Residential development in the form of a multiple dwelling, residential flat building or group
dwelling will not be undertaken in a Historic Conservation Area.
Landscaping will be provided throughout the zone to enhance the appearance of buildings from
the street as viewed by pedestrians, provide an appropriate transition between the public and
private realm and reduce heat loads in summer".
Objectives
Principles of Development Control

1, 2, 3, & 4
1, 2, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 10, 11, 12 & 13

Policy Area: Residential Policy Area 20
Desired Character Statement:
"Allotments in the policy area will be at low density, accommodating predominantly detached
dwellings and some other dwellings types such as semi-detached and group dwellings. There
will be a denser allotment pattern close to centre zones where it is desirable for more residents
to live and take advantage of the variety of facilities focused on centre zones. Battleaxe
subdivision will not occur in the policy area to preserve a pattern of rectangular allotments
developed with buildings that have a direct street frontage.
Buildings will be up to 2 storeys in height. Garages and carports will be located behind the front
façade of buildings.
Development will be interspersed with landscaping, particularly behind the main road frontage,
to enhance the appearance of buildings from the street as viewed by pedestrians, provide an
appropriate transition between the public and private realm and reduce heat loads in summer.
Low and open-style front fencing will contribute to a sense of space between buildings".
Objectives
Principles of Development Control

1
1, 2, 4 & 5

QUANTITATIVE ASSESSMENT
The proposal is assessed for consistency with the prescriptive requirements of the Development
Plan as outlined in the tables below:
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DA 211/370/2016 - Land Division
DEVELOPMENT PLAN
PROVISIONS

SITE AREA
Low Density Policy Area
20
PDC 5

STANDARD

ASSESSMENT
Allotment 1

Allotment 2

300m²

300.4m²
(excluding driveway handle)

Does Not Satisfy by
11.8%

Does Not Satisfy by
11.65%

340sqm

397m²
(including driveway handle)
Satisfies

SITE FRONTAGE
Low Density Policy Area
20
PDC 5

10m

10.6m

4.6m (driveway
width)

Satisfies

Does Not Satisfy

DA 211/88/2016 - Dwellings
DEVELOPMENT PLAN
PROVISIONS

SITE AREA
PDC 4 (within 400m of
centre)

SITE FRONTAGE
PDC 4 (within 400m of
centre)

ASSESSMENT

STANDARD

Detached Dwelling
300m²(min.)
Group Dwelling 300m²(min.)

Detached Dwelling 9m
Group Dwelling 9m

Dwelling 1

Dwelling 2

300m²

300.4m²
(excluding driveway
handle)

Satisfies

Satisfies

10.6m

4.5m
(driveway width)

Satisfies
Does Not Satisfy

PRIMARY STREET
SETBACK
Residential Zone
PDC 8
SIDE
Residential Zone
PDC 11

avg. of adjoining
buildings
approx. 8m

5.02

26.01m

Does Not Satisfy

Satisfies

0/1m (min.)

North

North

1m and garage on
boundary

2m
South

South
1.0m
1.4m
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Satisfies

Satisfies

5.5m

4m

3m (min.)

Satisfies
BUILDING HEIGHT
Residential Zone
PDC 6

2 storeys or 6m

INTERNAL FLOOR
AREA
Residential
Development
PDC 9

3+ Bedroom, 100m²
(min.)

PRIVATE OPEN SPACE
Residential
Development
PDC 19

CARPARKING SPACES
Transportation and
Access
PDC 34

Satisfies

1 Storey

1 Storey

Satisfies

Satisfies

118m²

118m²

Satisfies

Satisfies

-60m² (min.), of which
10m² may comprise
balconies, roof patios and
the like, provided they
have a minimum
dimension of 2m.
-Minimum dimension 4m.
- 16m² (min.) at the rear of
side of dwelling, directly
accessible from a
habitable room.

62m² (total)
4.5m (min. dimension)
62m² (accessed from
habitable room)

61m² (total)
4m (min. dimension)
61m² (accessed from
habitable room)

Satisfies

Satisfies

2 car-parking spaces
required, 1 of which is
covered

4 spaces provided
(2covered)

3 spaces provided
(1 covered)

Satisfies

Satisfies

QUALITATIVE ASSESSMENT
In assessing the merits or otherwise of the application, the proposed development satisfies the
relevant Development Plan provisions with the exception of the following, as discussed under the
following sub headings:
Allotment Frontage
Regardless of whether the application for land division is combined with the application for the
land use, the minimum frontage width for Allotment 2 or Dwelling 2 will not be met as it is
essentially the width of the driveway. The frontage is required to be either 9 metres, in
accordance with Low Density Policy Area 20 Principle of Development Control (PDC) 4, or 10
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metres in accordance PDC 5. The appropriateness of the battleaxe allotment is discussed under
the next subheading.
Allotment size
In accordance with Low Density Policy Area 20 PDC 5 the minimum allotment size should be 340
square metres if the application for land division follows an approval for dwellings on the site or is
combined with the land use application. In accordance with Low Density Policy Area 20 PDC 4
the minimum site area for either a detached, semi-detached, or group dwelling is 300 square
metres. Given that in any case the minimum site area for a dwelling is 300 square metres which
is adequately achieved as demonstrated within the land use application, the deficiency in
achieving 340 square metres per allotment is not considered detrimental to the overall objective
of residential development within the policy area as we are assured in any case that the site area
for the dwelling will be achieved.
Existing Allotment Pattern and Character
From a review of the allotment pattern within the locality and also the broader locality, it is evident
that it is not consistent but rather diverse and offers several different housing options.
The Desired Character of Low Density Policy Area 20 states that, "Battleaxe subdivision will not
occur in the policy area to preserve a pattern of rectangular allotments developed with buildings
that have a direct street frontage". The proposed development will result in a battleaxe
development, however the allotment pattern in the locality is not 'intact' and comprised of only
dwellings with a direct street frontage, therefore it cannot be said that allotments with a direct
street frontage is a pattern of the locality. There are eleven (11) existing examples of dwellings
within the immediate locality with no direct frontage to the public street and one recently
approved on the adjoining property to the south at 11 Byrnes Street. Furthermore, in this
instance, a battleaxe allotment may be more suitable so as to maintain the characteristic of
allotments with wider street frontages to Byrnes Avenue, compared to a side by side division of a
minimum of 9 metres.
The Desired Character also includes the following statement, "There will be a denser allotment
pattern close to centre zones where it is desirable for more residents to live and take advantage
of the variety of facilities focused on centre zones". The policy encourages a denser allotment
pattern in areas that are close to centre zones. Apart from allotments 46, 48 and 50 Tolley
Crescent all properties within the locality (including the subject land) are situated within 400
metres of a centre zone. The subject land is also located within walking distance to a public
transport stop on Sir Donald Bradman Drive and College Grove Park. Increased housing types
and densities in close proximity to centres, public transport routes and public open spaces are
further encouraged through Residential Zone Objective 3 and General Residential PDC 3.
Front Setback
Proposed Dwelling 1 will result in a setback of approximately 5.02 metres from the front property
boundary, a shortfall of 2.98metres from that sought by the Development Plan. The majority of
the façade of the dwelling has a front setback of 5.5 metres to the street.
Impacts on the existing streetscape character are considered suitably minimised by the fact that
proposed Dwelling 1 will have a staggered façade which will conform to the street setbacks on
the buildings either side of the subject land. Although the proposed setback is less than the
average of the buildings on the adjoining pieces of land, the setback of Dwelling 1 will conform
with the setbacks of the street as, at the southern end of Byrnes Street the buildings have closer
front setbacks some in the order of 3.5 metres.
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SUMMARY
The proposed development does present some inconsistencies with the Development Plan
policy, some of which are marginal, the foremost being the inconsistency with the statement of
the Desired Character which discourages battleaxe allotments. The Desired Character
discourages battleaxe allotments so as to preserve the pattern of allotments with frontages to the
public street but in this instance the locality lends itself to a mixture of dwelling types, and as a
result does not currently present a pattern of allotments with only direct street frontages. Overall
the development is orderly and functional so that it satisfies other aspects of the Desired
Character, namely increasing density in areas of close proximity to centre zones and is done so
in a manner that maintains the characteristic of wide allotments as viewed from Byrnes Street.
Having considered all the relevant Objectives and Principles of the Development Plan, the
proposal is considered to be not seriously at variance with the Development Plan.
On balance the proposed development sufficiently accords with the relevant provisions contained
within the West Torrens Council Development Plan Consolidated 5 November 2015 and warrants
Development Plan Consent.

RECOMMENDATION 1 - LAND DIVISION
The Development Assessment Panel, having considered all aspects of the report, the application
for consent to carry out development of land and pursuant to the provisions of the Development
Act 1993 resolves to GRANT Development Plan Consent for Application No. 211/370/2016 by
Peter Franzon Constructions Pty Ltd to undertake Land division - Torrens Title DAC No211/D033/16 Create one (1) additional allotment at 9 Byrnes Street (CT 5723/683) subject to the
following conditions:
Council Conditions
DEVELOPMENT PLAN CONSENT
COUNCIL CONDITIONS:
1.

Development is to take place in accordance with the plans prepared by Sawley Lock
O'callaghan Survey and Spatial, Drawing No. 16208, relating to Development Application
No. 211/370/2016 (DAC 211/D033/16).

LAND DIVISION CONSENT
COUNCIL CONDITIONS:
Nil
DEVELOPMENT ASSESSMENT COMMISSION CONDITIONS:
1.

The financial requirements of SA Water shall be met for the provision of water supply and
sewerage services.
An investigation will be carried out to determine if the connections to the development will
be standard or non-standard.
On approval of the application, all internal water piping that crosses the allotment
boundaries must be severed or redirected at the developers/owners cost to ensure that the
pipework relating to each allotment is contained within its boundaries.
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2.

Payment of $6,488 into the Planning and Development Fund (1 allotment @
$6,488/allotment). Payment may be made by credit card via the internet at
www.edala.sa.govau or by phone (8303 0724), by cheque payable to the Development
Assessment Commission marked "Not Negotiable" and sent to GPO Box 1815, Adelaide
5001 or in person, at Level 5, 136 North Terrace, Adelaide.

3.

A final plan complying with the requirements for plans as set out in the Manual of Survey
Practice Volume 1 (Plan Presentation and Guidelines) issued by the Registrar General to
be lodged with the Development Assessment Commission for Land Division Certificate
Purposes.

RECOMMENDATION 2 - DWELLINGS
The Development Assessment Panel, having considered all aspects of the report, the application
for consent to carry out development of land and pursuant to the provisions of the Development
Act 1993 resolves to GRANT Development Plan Consent for Application No. 211/88/2016 by
Verrochi Building Design to undertake the construction of two (2) single storey dwellings each
with garage under main roof at 9 Byrnes Street, Brooklyn Park (CT 5723/683) subject to the
following conditions:
Council Conditions
1.

That the development shall be undertaken and completed in accordance with the plans and
information stamped with Development Plan Consent on 14 June 2016 as detailed in this
application except where varied by any condition(s) listed below.

2.

That all stormwater design and construction shall be in accordance with Australian
Standards and recognised engineering best practices to ensure that stormwater does not
adversely affect any adjoining property or public road and for this purpose stormwater
drainage shall not at any time:a) Result in the entry of water into a building; or
b) Affect the stability of a building; or
c) Create unhealthy or dangerous conditions on the site or within the building; or
d) Flow or discharge onto the land of an adjoining owner; and not flow across footpaths or
public ways.

3.

That any retaining walls shall be designed to accepted engineering standards, and not of
timber construction if retaining a difference in ground level exceeding 200mm.

4.

That all driveways, parking and manoeuvring areas shall be formed, surfaced with
concrete, bitumen or paving, and be properly drained, and shall be maintained in
reasonable condition at all times.

5.

That all planting and landscaping shall be completed prior to occupation of this
development and be maintained in reasonable condition at all times. Any plants that
become diseased or die shall be replaced with a suitable species.

6.

Council requires one business day’s notice of the following stages of building work:
• Commencement of building work on site
• Commencement of placement of any structural concrete
• Completion of wall and roof framing prior to the installation of linings
• Completion of building work.
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12 Kitson Avenue, RICHMOND

Application No.

211/323/2016

DEVELOPMENT APPLICATION DETAILS
DEVELOPMENT PROPOSAL

Removal of a Regulated Tree - Allocasaurina
cunninghamiana (River Sheoak)

APPLICANT

Anton Tomastic

APPLICATION NO

211/323/2016

LODGEMENT DATE

31 March 2016

ZONE

Residential Zone

POLICY AREA

Low Density Policy Area 20

APPLICATION TYPE

Merit

PUBLIC NOTIFICATION

Category 1

REFERRALS

Internal
 City Works - Council's Consultant Arborist
External
 Nil

DEVELOPMENT PLAN
VERSION

5 November 2015

MEETING DATE

14 June 2016

RECOMMENDATION

REFUSAL

BACKGROUND
The development proposal is presented to the Development Assessment Panel (DAP) for the
following reason/s:
•

All applications where the assessing officer recommends refusal, shall be assessed and
determined by the DAP.

PREVIOUS or RELATED APPLICATION(S)
Nil
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SITE AND LOCALITY
The subject land is described as Allotment 6 Deposited Plan 5406, Certificate of Title Volume
5568 Folio 993. The land is more commonly known as 12 Kitson Avenue, Richmond.
The subject land is a rectangular shaped allotment with primary street frontage to Kitson Avenue
of 14.63 metres, a depth of 37.69 metres and a total area of 551.4 square metres.
The subject land is located within the Residential Zone and more particularly Low Density Policy
Area 20. The locality consists mostly of low to medium density residential development mainly
single storey. Building eras mostly date around the 1950's; however more recent development is
evident within the broader locality.
The subject tree (Allocasaurina cunninghamiana (River Sheoak)) is located in the south-eastern
corner of the land within the rear yard. Although the subject tree is not within the front yard it is
easily identifiable and can be seen from the street, the adjoining properties and within the
immediate locality as its canopy mostly sits above the roof line of the associated and surrounding
dwellings.
The site and locality are shown on the following maps.
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PROPOSAL
The applicant is seeking Development Approval for the removal of one Allocasaurina
cunninghamiana (River Sheoak) located within the rear yard and to the south-east corner of the
site.
Apart from the application form and the Site Plan demonstrating the location of the subject tree
on the site, the Applicant has not provided any additional information to support their proposal for
removal of the regulated tree. The Applicant's main concern is that if the tree drops a limb it may
hurt someone or cause damage to a shed on neighbouring properties.
The plans and relevant information provided by the applicant are contained in Attachment 1.

PUBLIC NOTIFICATION
The application is a Category 1 form of development pursuant to Section 38 and Schedule 9 of
the Development Act and Regulations.
REFERRALS
Internal
• City Works - Council's Consultant Arborist
Calypso Tree Co.
Council engaged Jarrad Allen, Arborist, Calypso Tree Co., to provide comments on the proposal
which are summarised as follows:
• The tree has a good stature with no signs of structural defects or decay
• The tree provides 'pleasing amenity to the immediate area'
• The tree has been pollarded previously and has responded well
• 'This specimen can be retained within its current growing environment for the long term
with only minor, if any intervention required to maintain existing low levels of risk
presented by this tree'
• Retention of the tree is warranted.
A full copy of the relevant report is attached, refer Attachment 2.

ASSESSMENT
The subject land is located within the Residential Zone and more particular Low Density Policy
Area 20 as described in the West Torrens Council Development Plan. The main provisions of the
Development Plan which relate to the proposed development are as follows:
General Section
Regulated Trees

Objectives
Principles of Development Control

1
1&2

The subject tree meets the requirements for a Regulated Tree, as defined by Part 2(6A)(1) of the
Development Regulations 2008, due to the fact that its circumference exceeds 2 metres but is
less than 3m and is located further than 10 metres away from a dwelling or in-ground swimming
pool.
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Objective 1 of the, General Section, Regulated Trees, of the Development Plan seeks to ensure
the conservation of regulated trees that provide important aesthetic and environment benefit.
The subject tree is notable within the immediate locality as the canopy is full and it can be seen
from the street and above the surrounding dwelling roof forms.
General Section, Regulated Trees, Principle of Development Control (PDC) 1 states:
"Development should have minimum adverse effects on regulated trees".
The proposed removal is not required for any other development nor is it in a location that will
hinder development that could be reasonably expected on the site. Removal of the tree would
obviously have adverse impacts on it.
General Section, Regulated Trees, PDC 2 states:
"A regulated tree should not be removed or damaged other than where it can be demonstrated
that one or more of the following apply:
(a) the tree is diseased and its life expectancy is short
(b) the tree represents a material risk to public or private safety
(c) the tree is causing damage to a building
(d) development that is reasonable and expected would not otherwise be possible
(e) the work is required for the removal of dead wood, treatment of disease, or is in the general
interests of the health of the tree".
An answer of 'no' for every one of the above questions was given from Jarrad Allen of Calypso
Tree Co and the Applicant has acknowledged that the subject tree does not appear to be
diseased and is not causing any substantial damage to a building.
The location of the subject tree in the rear eastern corner of the subject land reduces the risk as it
is not located in close proximity to a dwelling, it does not cover a large portion of the rear yard of
12 Kitson Avenue or the adjoining pieces of land, and it is not in a location which would hinder
any future reasonable development of the site.
Although the applicant has stated that the tree could drop a limb, the application is absent of any
evidence from a suitably qualified expert that shows that the subject tree is of material risk to
public or private safety.
SUMMARY
The application does not warrant removal of the subject tree. The Development Plan policy only
supports the removal of regulated trees in instances where there is a justifiable cause, but this
application does not provide any evidence which demonstrates or supports this.
Having considered all the relevant Objectives and Principles of the Development Plan, the
proposal is considered to be seriously at variance with the Development Plan.
On balance the proposed development does not accord with the relevant provisions contained
within the West Torrens Council Development Plan Consolidated 5 November 2015 and does not
warrant Development Plan Consent.
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RECOMMENDATION
The Development Assessment Panel, having considered all aspects of the report, the application
for consent to carry out development of land and pursuant to the provisions of the Development
Act 1993 resolves to REFUSE Development Approval for Application No. 211/323/2016 by Anton
Tomastic for the removal of a regulated tree - Allocasaurina cunninghamiana (River Sheoak) at
12 Kitson Avenue, Richmond (CT 5568/993) for the following reasons:
1.

The proposed development is contrary to:


General Section, Regulated Trees, Objective 1
Reason: The subject tree makes a significant contribution to the visual amenity of
the locality.



General Section, Regulated Trees, Principle of Development Control 2(a)(b)(c)
Reason: The subject tree does not demonstrate (a), (b), (c), (d) or (e).
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17 Coralie Street, PLYMPTON

Application No.

211/386/2016
211/387/2016
211/388/2016

DEVELOPMENT APPLICATION DETAILS
DEVELOPMENT
PROPOSAL

Construction of a
single storey
dwelling with
garage under main
roof (Unit 1)

Construction of a
single storey
dwelling with
garage under main
roof (Unit 2)

Construction of a
single storey
dwelling with
garage under main
roof (Unit 3)

APPLICANT

Weeks and Macklin
Homes

Weeks and Macklin
Homes

Weeks and Macklin
Homes

APPLICATION NO

211/386/2016

211/387/2016

211/388/2016

LODGEMENT DATE

14 April 2016

14 April 2016

14 April 2016

ZONE

Urban Corridor
Zone

Urban Corridor
Zone

Urban Corridor
Zone

PRECINCT

N/A

N/A

N/A

POLICY AREA

Boulevard Policy
Area 34

Boulevard Policy
Area 34

Boulevard Policy
Area 34

APPLICATION TYPE

Merit

Merit

Merit

PUBLIC NOTIFICATION Category 1

Category 1

Category 1

REFERRALS

Internal
 Nil
External
 Nil

Internal
 Nil
External
Nil

Internal
 Nil
External
Nil

DEVELOPMENT PLAN
VERSION

5 November 2015

5 November 2015

5 November 2015

MEETING DATE

14 June 2016

14 June 2016

14 June 2016

RECOMMENDATION

CONSENT

CONSENT

CONSENT

BACKGROUND
The development proposal is presented to the Development Assessment Panel (DAP) for the
following reason:
• With regard to sites where the Development Assessment Panel has previously refused an
application within the last five years, all similar applications on the site shall be assessed
and determined by the Development Assessment Panel.
This matter was originally referred to the Development Assessment Panel (DAP) undercover of
five separate applications on 11 August 2015. All five applications were refused primarily on the
basis that…
"The unsatisfactory width of the driveway access is a serious concern with the proposal as
it will undermine safe and convenient vehicle access to the proposed allotments and
dwellings to the rear".
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The Development Plan recommends that the width of the access driveway be 5.5 metres for the
first 5.0 metres. The applications proposed a driveway width of 5.5 metres for the first 4.5 metres
only.
The applicant being aggrieved by the decisions appealed to the Environment, Resources and
Development Court.
A conciliation conference was held on 19 October 2015. The Court noted that the matter was
somewhat confusing and recommended that in the first instance, separate land division
applications addressing the driveway issue be submitted for the consideration of and
determination by Council. Otherwise five separate appeals would need to be lodged which would
be costly to all parties and draining on the system.
The applicant accepted the Court's advice and lodged new land division applications namely a
Torrens Title application creating one additional allotment and a Community Title creating two
community allotments to the rear. The access driveway was amended to satisfy the Development
Plan and City Assets has advised that the amended plans have been assessed as acceptable.
The land division application was referred to the DAP at the 8 March 2016 meeting and was
subsequently granted Development Approval. The titles are in the process of being formally
issued.
It is noted that the subject land is now located in the Urban Corridor Zone and more particularly
the Boulevard Policy Area 34, which calls for increased densities and minimum building heights
of 3 storeys. However, in the particular circumstances of this case and in consideration of
dealings to date, noting that the original applications were lodged in April 2015 prior to the zoning
change, it is considered that it would not be fair and reasonable to refuse the application on such
basis.
PREVIOUS or RELATED APPLICATION(S)
• DA 211/330/2016 - Demolition of dwelling and ancillary structures (Development Approval
Granted)
• DA 211/406/2015 - Construction of a single storey dwelling with garage under main roof
(Unit 1) (Development Plan Consent Refused)
• DA 211/407/2015 - Construction of a single storey dwelling with garage under main roof
(Unit 2) (Development Plan Consent Refused)
• DA 211/408/2015 - Construction of a single storey dwelling with garage under main roof
(Unit 3) (Development Plan Consent Refused)
• DA 211/1400/2015 - Land division - Community title DAC No - 211/C160/15 Create one
(1) additional allotment (Development Approval Granted)
• DA 211/1401/2015 - Land division - Torrens title DAC No - 211/D161/15 Create one (1)
additional allotment (Development Approval Granted)
• DA 211/1324/2014 - Land division - Torrens Title DAC No - 211/D167/14 Create one (1)
additional allotment (Development Plan Consent Refused)
• DA 211/1325/2014 - Land division - Community title DAC No - 211/C168/14 Create One
(1) additional allotment (Development Plan Consent Refused)
• DA 211/4220/1961 - Garage and Workshop (Historic Application)
• DA 211/2622/1960 - Dwelling Additions (Historic Application)
• DA 211/8797/1957 - Carport (Historic Application)
• DA 211/1740/1952 - Bedroom (Historic Application)
• DA 211/525/1949 - Shed (Historic Application)
• DA 211/123/1947 - Dwelling (Historic Application)
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SITE AND LOCALITY
The subject sites are described as Allotment 71 Filed Plan 8115 in the area named Plympton
Hundred of Adelaide as contained in Certificate of Title Volume 5736 Folio 234. The land is more
commonly known as 17 Coralie Street, Plympton.
As noted previously the land division was approved by DAP at the 8 March 2016 meeting, and
the titles are in the process of being issued.
The subject land is generally rectangular-shaped with an angled front and rear boundary, totalling
920.37 square metres in area with a frontage of 19.81 metres to Coralie Street. The three future
allotments that are the subject of the recent land division are configured as follows:
• Unit 1 (DA 211/386/2016): 272 square metres with a frontage of 13.7 metres
• Unit 2 (DA 211/387/2016): 285.47 square metres (no street frontage)
• Unit 3 (DA 211/388/2016): 285.47 square metres (no street frontage)
Coralie Street is an eclectic mix of dwellings constructed between the 1950's and 1960's, with
more recent subdivisions resulting in one allotment being divided into three.
Under the Development Plan consolidated 5 November 2015, which was the Development Plan
relevant on the day the applications were lodged, the subject land is located within the Urban
Corridor Zone and more particularly the Boulevard Policy Area 34. The centreline of Coralie
Street acts as the boundary between the Urban Corridor Zone and the Residential Zone,
specifically Medium Density Policy Area 18.
The subject land and locality are shown on the following maps.
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PROPOSAL
The applicant is seeking Development Plan Consent for three separate development applications
each for the construction of a single-storey detached dwelling on three separate allotments that
are in the process of being created through a recently approved land division application. The
demolition of the existing dwelling and associated structure was recently granted Development
Approval on 26 April 2016.
Each proposed dwelling incorporates three bedrooms with a single garage under the main roof
and associated private open space and landscaping. Unit 1 is located to the front of the subject
land with a direct street frontage to Coralie Street and will utilise the existing driveway crossover.
Units 2 and 3 are located to the rear of the front allotment accessed through a shared driveway to
be established within the south-eastern corner of the street frontage.
Application plans for each of the dwellings are attached as follows:
•
•
•

Unit 1 (DA 211/386/2016): Attachment 1
Unit 2 (DA 211/387/2016): Attachment 2
Unit 3 (DA 211/388/2016): Attachment 3

PUBLIC NOTIFICATION
All three applications are a Category 1 form of development pursuant to Section 38 and Schedule
9 of the Development Act and Regulations and Urban Corridor Zone, Procedural Matters
provisions relating to Public Notification Categories.
REFERRALS
Internal
•

Nil

The applications were not referred to Council's City Assets Department as the proposed access
arrangements were previously reviewed as part of the approved land division applications
(211/1400/2015 and 211/1401/2015), and the subject land is not identified as being located within
a flood affected area.
External
•

Nil

ASSESSMENT
The subject land is located within the Urban Corridor Zone, and more particularly the Boulevard
Policy Area 34, as described in the West Torrens Council Development Plan. The main
provisions of the Development Plan which relate to the proposed development are as follows:
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General Section
Design and Appearance

Objectives
Principles of Development Control

Residential Development

Objectives
Principles of Development Control
Objectives
Principles of Development Control
Objectives
Principles of Development Control
Objectives
Principles of Development Control

Transportation and Access

Objectives
Principles of Development Control

Energy Efficiency
Landscaping, Fences and
Walls
Orderly and Sustainable
Development

1&2
1, 2, 3, 4, 9, 10, 12, 13, &
21
1&2
1, 2 & 3
1&2
1, 2, 3, 4 & 6
1, 2, 3, 4 & 5
1, 3 & 8
1, 2, 3 & 4
1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10,
11, 12, 13, 14, 15, 16, 17,
18, 19, 20, 21, 28, 29 & 31
1&2
1, 2, 3, 8, 10, 11, 16, 23,
24, 30, 32, 33, 34, 35, 36,
37, 40, 41, 43 & 44

Zone: Urban Corridor Zone
Desired Character Statement:
This zone will contain an innovative mix of medium density (45-70 dwellings per hectare) and
high density (70-200 dwellings per hectare) residential development, together with community
and employment land uses, along the Port Road, Anzac Highway and Henley Beach Road
corridors. The combination of land uses will vary within these corridors. Some locations will
contain a genuine land use mix with ground floor shops, restaurants and offices, and upper level
residential, while other areas will give primacy to residential development. Other parts of the
zone will have a strong employment focus.
The function of main roads in the zone, particularly Port Road and Anzac Highway, as major
transport corridors will be protected by providing access to allotments from secondary road
frontages and rear access ways as much as possible. Parking areas will be consolidated,
shared (where possible) and screened from the street or public spaces. Allotments with car
parking fronting Port Road, Anzac Highway and Henley Beach Road will be redeveloped with
built form closer to the road and reconfigured car parking areas.
As one of the key zones in the City of West Torrens where there will be transformation in built
form, new buildings will be recognised for their design excellence. These buildings will establish
an interesting pedestrian environment and human-scale at ground level through careful building
articulation and fenestration, verandas, balconies, canopies and landscaping. In general, the
greatest height, mass and intensity of development will be focussed at the main road frontage.
Buildings of 3 or more storeys will be the predominant built form. It is for these reasons that
dwellings other than detached dwellings will be the predominant form of residential
development.
Overlooking, overshadowing and noise impacts will be moderated through careful design,
Impacts on adjoining zones where development is lower in scale and intensity will be minimised
through transition of building heights and setbacks, judicious design and location of windows
and balconies, and the use of landscaping. The transition of building heights and setbacks, and
judicious design is especially important adjacent Character Policy Areas, including those
Character Policy Areas at Glandore and Ashford. The use of blank walls in these transitional
areas, especially at the rear and side of allotments, will be avoided. Plant and service
equipment will be enclosed and screened from view from the street and neighbouring
allotments.
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Where buildings are set back from main roads, landscaping will contribute to a pleasant
pedestrian environment and provide an attractive transition between the public and private
realm. Large scale development in the zone will facilitate the establishment of areas of
communal and public open space, and create links with existing movement patterns and
destinations in the zone. Front fencing in the zone will be kept low and/or visually permeable.
Some parts of the zone, including allotments in Thebarton and Keswick, are potentially
contaminated because of previous and current industrial activities. In these circumstances,
development is expected to occur on a precautionary basis if site contamination investigations
identify potential site contamination, particularly where it involves sensitive uses such residential
development.
The Thebarton brewery has potential to cause nuisance to future users and residents within this
zone through noise and odour. To mitigate potential adverse impacts, residential development
north of Smith Street that is likely to be sensitive to brewery operations should generally be
avoided unless interface mitigation measures have been implemented (or will be implemented
within an acceptable period) such that the anticipated impacts are within acceptable limits.
Noise and air amenity with the zone is not expected to be equivalent to that expected from living
in a purely residential zone.
Objectives
1, 2, 3, 4, 5 & 9
Principles of Development Control
1, 2, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 12, 13, 14, 15, 16, 18 & 19
Policy Area: Boulevard Policy Area 34
Desired Character Statement:
The policy area will contain a mix of land uses that complement the function of Port Road as a
strategic transport route linking central Adelaide with the north western suburbs, and Anzac
Highway linking central Adelaide with Glenelg.
The redevelopment of existing commercial and industrial allotments into medium-to-high scale,
mixed-use development will occur. Where development has a mix of land uses, non-residential
activities such as shops, offices and consulting rooms will be located on lower levels with
residential land uses above. In order to achieve the desired transformation of the policy area,
dwellings other than detached dwellings will be the predominant form of residential
development.
A mix of complementary land uses will assist in extending the usage of the policy area beyond
normal working hours to enhance its vibrancy and safety.
Development will take place at medium and high densities, at a scale that is proportionate to the
width of Port Road and Anzac Highway respectively. To achieve this, development will take
place on large, often amalgamated allotments. Vehicle access points will be located off side
streets and new rear laneways where possible, so that vehicle flows, safety and efficient
pedestrian movement along Port Road and Anzac Highway are maintained.
Pedestrian areas will be enhanced to maximise safety and strong links will be made between
development and tram stops along Port Road, and Bonython Park.
While the use and address of buildings will be designed to be easily interpreted when driving in
a vehicle, the footpath will be sheltered with awnings, verandas and similar structures.
Buildings of up to eight storeys will have a strong presence to Port Road and Anzac Highway. At
lower levels, buildings will have a human scale through the use of design elements such as
balconies, verandas and canopies. Development on corner allotments will enhance the gateway
function of such corners by providing strong, built-form edges combined with careful detailing at
a pedestrian scale to both street frontages.
Podium elements, where higher floors of the building are set back further than lower level floors,
may be used to improve air quality (through greater air circulation), as well as enhancing solar
access, privacy and outlook for both the residents of the building and neighbours.
Buildings along Port Road will have zero setback from the front boundary in order to establish a
strong and imposing presence to the road, while short front setbacks along Anzac Highway will
allow for some landscaping to contribute to a more open landscaped character.
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On-site vehicle parking will not be visible from Port Road and Anzac Highway, by locating
parking areas behind building façades and shielding under croft parking areas with landscaping
and articulated screens.
Objectives
1, 2, 3 & 4
Principles of Development Control
1, 2, 3, 5 & 6
QUANTITATIVE ASSESSMENT
The proposal is assessed for consistency with the prescriptive requirements of the Development
Plan as outlined in the table below:

DEVELOPMENT PLAN
PROVISIONS

STANDARD

ASSESSMENT

SITE AREA

(overall site)

920.37m²

ALLOTMENT AREA

(approved)

272m² (unit 1)
285.47m² (unit 2)
285.47m² (unit 3)

SITE FRONTAGE

(approved)

13.7m (unit 1)
N/A (units 2 and 3)

SITE DEPTH

(approved)

17.88m (unit 1)
23.08m (unit 2)
23.08m (unit 3)

SITE COVERAGE

(no maximum for Urban
Corridor Zone)

44.5% (unit 1)
46.7% (unit 2)
46.7% (unit 3)
Acceptable

STREET SETBACK
Module: Urban Corridor Zone
PDC: 16

2.0 metres (minimum) other
than Port Road, ANZAC
Highway or Henley Beach
Road

5.033m (unit 1) at the closest
point
N/A (units 2 and 3)
Satisfies

SIDE/REAR SETBACKS
Module: Urban Corridor Zone
PDC: 18

Side
No minimum where an
allotment has a frontage
width of less than 20.0m
Rear
0m except where the
development abuts the wall
of an existing or
simultaneously constructed
building

0m / 0.3m (unit 1)
N/A (units 2 and 3)
Satisfies

2.722m (unit 1)
2.05m (unit 2)
2.05m (unit 3)
Satisfies
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PRIVATE OPEN SPACE
24m² at ground level with a
Module: Residential Development minimum dimension of 3.0m
PDC: 19

59m² / minimum dimension
ranging from 2.37m to 2.72m
(unit 1)
Does Not Satisfy
51m² / 4.91m minimum
dimension (unit 2)
Satisfies
52m² / 4.94m minimum
dimension (unit 3)
Satisfies

LANDSCAPING
Module: Landscaping, Fences &

10% of the development
site

Walls
PDC: 4

109m² / 18.4% approx. (unit 1)
63m² / 22.1% approx. (unit 2)
64m² / 22.4% approx. (unit 3)
Satisfies

CARPARKING SPACES
Module: Urban Corridor Zone
PDC: 19

1.25 car-parking spaces per
3+ bedroom dwelling, plus
0.25 visitor spaces per
dwelling in accordance with
Table WeTo/6

1 covered space and 1 visitor
space provided per dwelling
Satisfies

QUALITATIVE ASSESSMENT
In assessing the merits or otherwise of the application, the proposed development satisfies the
relevant Development Plan provisions with the exception of the following, as discussed under the
following sub headings:
Private Open Space - Minimum Dimensions
The private open space associated with each dwelling all meet the minimum area sought in
Principle 19 of the Residential Development Module, and generally meet the minimum dimension
of 3.0 metres sought by this provision. The private open space areas for units 2 and 3 both
exceed the minimum dimension requirements and are therefore considered to be acceptable.
The private open space associated with unit 1 is more than double the minimum area sought for
ground level private open space, though will incorporate an area that does not meet the minimum
dimension of 3.0 metres. Specifically and area of the private open space will measure
approximately 2.37 metres (shortest point) x 4.05 metres adjoining the bathroom area to the rear
of the dwelling. This section will result in a generally rectangular area of private open space
totalling approximately 9.6 square metres in area.
In consideration that the majority of the private open space associated with unit 1 will have a
minimum dimension of 4.0 metres, will be north-facing and as the total area exceeds the
minimum requirements by 35 square metres, the resultant deficiency in minimum dimensions for
unit 1 is considered to be acceptable.
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SUMMARY
Overall, the proposal is for three separate Development Applications for the construction of three
single-storey detached dwellings each with single garages under the main roof and associated
landscaping and driveways. The proposed dwellings are of a reasonable size and configuration
for the benefit of future dwelling occupants, and are of a contemporary design and appearance
that will contribute positively to the streetscape appearance.
Whilst it is recognised that higher density residential development is sought in the Urban Corridor
Zone, it is also recognised that the original development proposal submitted to Council in
November 2014 and processed during this time through separate land division and land use
applications. Furthermore it is also recognised that the land division was recently approved by
the Development Assessment Panel for three separate allotments. Accordingly the proposed
density of the overall development is therefore considered to be acceptable.
All three dwellings are single-storey in nature and generally oriented in a north-south direction
which will minimise the potential for overshadowing and overlooking to surrounding neighbouring
properties. Additionally, the locality of the subject site is experiencing higher density residential
infill development which is further encouraged through the Residential Zone Medium Density
Policy Area 18 provisions which is located directly south of the subject land, separated only by
Coralie Street.
Having considered all the relevant Objectives and Principles of the Development Plan, the
proposal is considered to be not seriously at variance with the Development Plan.
On balance the proposed development sufficiently accords with the relevant provisions contained
within the West Torrens Council Development Plan Consolidated 5 November 2015 and warrants
Development Plan Consent.
RECOMMENDATION 1
The Development Assessment Panel, having considered all aspects of the report, the application
for consent to carry out development of land and pursuant to the provisions of the Development
Act 1993 resolves to GRANT Development Plan Consent for Application No. 211/386/2016 by
Weeks and Macklin Homes to undertake the construction of a single-storey detached dwelling at
17 Coralie Street, Plympton (CT 5736/234) subject to the following conditions of consent (and
any subsequent or amended condition that may be required as a result of the consideration of
reserved matters under Section 33(3) of the Development Act 1993):
Council Conditions
1.

That the development shall be undertaken and completed in accordance with the plans and
information stamped with Development Plan Consent on 14 June 2016 as detailed in this
application except where varied by any conditions listed below.

2.

That the finished floor level shall be 100.30 in reference to the plan provided by Ginos
Engineers (Drawing Number 27744) dated March 2015.
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3.

That all stormwater design and construction shall be in accordance with Australian
Standards and recognised engineering best practices to ensure that stormwater does not
adversely affect any adjoining property or public road and for this purpose stormwater
drainage shall not at any time:a)
Result in the entry of water into a building; or
b)
Affect the stability of a building; or
c)
Create unhealthy or dangerous conditions on the site or within the building; or
d)
Flow or discharge onto the land of an adjoining owner; and not flow across footpaths
or public ways.

4.

That all driveways, parking and manoeuvring areas shall be formed, surfaced with
concrete, bitumen or paving, and be properly drained, and shall be maintained in
reasonable condition at all times.

5.

That all landscaping shall be planted in accordance with the approved plans prior to the
occupancy of the development. Any person(s) who have the benefit of this approval shall
cultivate, tend and nurture the landscaping, and shall replace any landscaping which may
become diseased or die.

RECOMMENDATION 2
The Development Assessment Panel, having considered all aspects of the report, the application
for consent to carry out development of land and pursuant to the provisions of the Development
Act 1993 resolves to GRANT Development Plan Consent for Application No. 211/387/2016 by
Weeks and Macklin Homes to undertake the construction of a single-storey detached dwelling at
17 Coralie Street, Plympton (CT 5736/234) subject to the following conditions of consent (and
any subsequent or amended condition that may be required as a result of the consideration of
reserved matters under Section 33(3) of the Development Act 1993):
Council Conditions
1.

That the development shall be undertaken and completed in accordance with the plans and
information stamped with Development Plan Consent on 14 June 2016 as detailed in this
application except where varied by any conditions listed below.

2.

That the finished floor level shall be 100.45 in reference to the plan provided by Ginos
Engineers (Drawing Number 27744) dated March 2015.

3.

That all stormwater design and construction shall be in accordance with Australian
Standards and recognised engineering best practices to ensure that stormwater does not
adversely affect any adjoining property or public road and for this purpose stormwater
drainage shall not at any time:a)
Result in the entry of water into a building; or
b)
Affect the stability of a building; or
c)
Create unhealthy or dangerous conditions on the site or within the building; or
d)
Flow or discharge onto the land of an adjoining owner; and not flow across footpaths
or public ways.

4.

That all driveways, parking and manoeuvring areas shall be formed, surfaced with
concrete, bitumen or paving, and be properly drained, and shall be maintained in
reasonable condition at all times.

5.

That all landscaping shall be planted in accordance with the approved plans prior to the
occupancy of the development. Any person(s) who have the benefit of this approval shall
cultivate, tend and nurture the landscaping, and shall replace any landscaping which may
become diseased or die.
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RECOMMENDATION 3
The Development Assessment Panel, having considered all aspects of the report, the application
for consent to carry out development of land and pursuant to the provisions of the Development
Act 1993 resolves to GRANT Development Plan Consent for Application No. 211/388/2016 by
Weeks and Macklin Homes to undertake the construction of a single-storey detached dwelling at
17 Coralie Street, Plympton (CT 5736/234) subject to the following conditions of consent (and
any subsequent or amended condition that may be required as a result of the consideration of
reserved matters under Section 33(3) of the Development Act 1993):
Council Conditions
1.

That the development shall be undertaken and completed in accordance with the plans and
information stamped with Development Plan Consent on 14 June 2016 as detailed in this
application except where varied by any conditions listed below.

2.

That the finished floor level shall be 100.45 in reference to the plan provided by Ginos
Engineers (Drawing Number 27744) dated March 2015.

3.

That all stormwater design and construction shall be in accordance with Australian
Standards and recognised engineering best practices to ensure that stormwater does not
adversely affect any adjoining property or public road and for this purpose stormwater
drainage shall not at any time:a)
Result in the entry of water into a building; or
b)
Affect the stability of a building; or
c)
Create unhealthy or dangerous conditions on the site or within the building; or
d)
Flow or discharge onto the land of an adjoining owner; and not flow across footpaths
or public ways.

4.

That all driveways, parking and manoeuvring areas shall be formed, surfaced with
concrete, bitumen or paving, and be properly drained, and shall be maintained in
reasonable condition at all times.

5.

That all landscaping shall be planted in accordance with the approved plans prior to the
occupancy of the development. Any person(s) who have the benefit of this approval shall
cultivate, tend and nurture the landscaping, and shall replace any landscaping which may
become diseased or die
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ATTACHMENT 2
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ATTACHMENT 3
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3 Castlebar Road, LOCKLEYS

Application No.

211/391/2016

DEVELOPMENT APPLICATION DETAILS
DEVELOPMENT PROPOSAL

Construction of an enclosed pergola and wall forward of
the dwelling

APPLICANT

A & H Baldwin

APPLICATION NO

211/391/2016

LODGEMENT DATE

15 April 2016

ZONE

Residential

POLICY AREA

21 - Residential Low Density

APPLICATION TYPE

Merit

PUBLIC NOTIFICATION

Category 1

REFERRALS

Internal
 Nil
External
 Nil

DEVELOPMENT PLAN
VERSION

5 November 2015

MEETING DATE

14 June 2015

RECOMMENDATION

REFUSE

BACKGROUND
The development proposal is presented to the Development Assessment Panel (DAP) for the
following reason:
•

All applications where the assessing officer recommends refusal, shall be assessed and
determined by the DAP.

PREVIOUS or RELATED APPLICATION(S)
211/1318/2014
211/1218/2013
211/761/2008

211/1119/2002
211/375/2002

Construction of verandah
Alterations and additions to the rear of existing dwelling and the
construction of a verandah
Demolition of existing Verandah and Pool shed and Construction of a Shed
(19.0m x 5.5m x 2.4m) on the rear boundary and both side boundaries and
a Carport (5.0m x 5.0m) in front of the proposed shed and on the side
boundary
To construct a swimming pool
Land Division (divide land into 2 allotments), DAC - 211/D021/02
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SITE AND LOCALITY
The land is irregular in shape and located on the southern side of Castlebar Road in the suburb
of Lockleys. With a frontage of 20.14m, a depth of 42.32m the overall area of the land is 877.2m².
There is currently a single storey detached dwelling on the land, exhibiting a relatively
conventional design. In addition to the dwelling a number of ancillary forms of development such
as verandahs, outbuildings, carports and swimming pool have been constructed. The built form
almost spans from one side of the allotment to the other and is setback between 6 - 8m from the
front boundary.
The allotment is flat and informally landscaped with plants and shrubs of varying maturity and
size. There is a low hedge along the front boundary that separates the public from private land,
but this hedge is not tall enough to provide screening.
No easements are registered on the Certificate of Title, nor are there any Regulated Trees
situated on or about the land
By virtue of the visibility of the subject land, the extent of the locality is considered to include:
• 1 & 1a Castlebar Road;
• 5 & 7 Castlebar Road;
• 40 Torrens Ave;
• 2 & 4 Castlebar Road; and
• 2 Barrow Crescent.
The locality contains low density residential development. Typically, the buildings accommodate
a generous setback from the street providing for large, well landscaped front yards. This together
with the fact that front fences are uncommon, or where they do exist are generally visually
permeable, provides for a prevailing character that is best described as residential and open. The
subject land is consistent with this open residential character.
Providing an example of a relatively typical residential street, all properties within the locality
have been improved with ancillary forms of development such as outbuildings, verandahs and
swimming pools.
In most cases these have been sited to the side or rear of the associated dwelling, although there
are a couple of examples of verandahs being constructed across the façade of the dwelling.
Overall, it is considered that the prevailing character of the locality provides a high level of
amenity for its residents.
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PROPOSAL
It is considered that the proposal is best described as follows:
"The construction of an enclosed pergola and wall forward of the dwelling"
The pergola is located in front of the dwelling extending from the verandah that is built along the
front of the dwelling. The structure is walled on the front and two sides up to a height of 1.8m.
The pergola itself is 2.7m high, 4.7m deep and 4.4m wide and has an open lattice roof.
The wall is also proposed forward of the dwelling and made of breeze blocks, this is also built to
a height of 1.8m.
The Applicant is seeking approval for these structures retrospectively.
REFERRALS
None required
ASSESSMENT
The subject land is located within the Residential Zone and more particularly Low Density Policy
Area 21 as described in the West Torrens Council Development Plan. The main provisions of the
Development Plan which relate to the proposed development are as follows:
General Section
Crime Prevention
Design and Appearance
Energy Efficiency
Landscaping, Fences and
Walls
Residential Development
Siting and Visibility

Objectives
1
Principles of Development Control 1, 2, 3 & 6
Objectives
1
1, 2, 3, 10, 11, 13, 14, 15,
Principles of Development Control
21 & 22
Objectives
1
Principles of Development Control 1 & 2
Objectives
1&2
Principles of Development Control 1 & 6
Objectives
1
Principles of Development Control 1, 4, 7, 8, 18, 19, 20 & 21
Objectives
1
Principles of Development Control 1, 2, 4, 5 & 8

Zone: Residential Zone
Desired Character Statement:
This zone will contain predominantly residential development. There may also be some smallscale non-residential activities such as offices, shops, consulting rooms and educational
establishments in certain locations. Non-residential activities will be complementary to
surrounding dwellings.
Allotments will be at very low, low and medium densities to provide a diversity of housing
options in different parts of the zone. The range of allotment sizes will support the desired
dwelling types anticipated in each policy area, and the minimum allotment sizes shall be treated
as such in order to achieve the Desired Character for each policy area and, in turn, reinforce
distinction between policy areas. Row dwellings and residential flat buildings will be common
near centres and in policy areas where the desired density is higher, in contrast to the
predominance of detached dwellings in policy areas where the distinct established character is
identified for protection and enhancement. There will also be potential for semi-detached
dwellings and group dwellings in other policy areas.
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Residential development in the form of a multiple dwelling, residential flat building or group
dwelling will not be undertaken in a Historic Conservation Area.
Landscaping will be provided throughout the zone to enhance the appearance of buildings from
the street as viewed by pedestrians, provide an appropriate transition between the public and
private realm and reduce heat loads in summer.
Objectives
Principles of Development Control

4
1, 5, 7 & 8

Policy Area: Low Density Policy Area 21
Desired Character Statement:
This policy area will have a low density character. In order to preserve this, development will
predominantly involve the replacement of detached dwellings with the same (or buildings in the
form of detached dwellings).
There will be a denser allotment pattern and some alternative dwelling types, such as semidetached and row dwellings, close to centre zones where it is desirable for more residents to
live and take advantage of the variety of facilities focused on centre zones. Battleaxe
subdivision will not occur in the policy area to preserve a pattern of rectangular allotments
developed with buildings that have a direct street frontage. In the area bounded by Henley
Beach Road, Torrens Avenue and the Linear Park, where the consistent allotment pattern is a
significant positive feature of the locality, subdivision will reinforce the existing allotment pattern.
Buildings will be up to 2 storeys in height. Garages and carports will be located behind the front
façade of buildings. Buildings in the area bounded by Henley Beach Road, Torrens Avenue and
the Linear Park will be complementary to existing dwellings through the incorporation of design
features such as pitched roofs, eaves and variation in the texture of building materials.
Development will be interspersed with landscaping, particularly behind the main road frontage,
to enhance the appearance of buildings from the street as viewed by pedestrians, provide an
appropriate transition between the public and private realm and reduce heat loads in summer.
Low and open-style front fencing will contribute to a sense of space between buildings.
Objectives
Principles of Development Control

1
1&2

QUANTITATIVE ASSESSMENT
The proposal is assessed for consistency with the prescriptive requirements of the Development
Plan as outlined in the table below:

DEVELOPMENT PLAN
PROVISIONS

PRIMARY STREET SETBACK
Residential Zone
PDC 8
1 Castlebar = 7m (approx.)
5 Castlebar = 8 m (approx.)

STANDARD

ASSESSMENT

If the front setback of the
adjoining dwelling differs by
up to 2m, then the setback
required should be the same
as one of the adjacent
buildings

3.6m
Does Not Satisfy
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SIDE SETBACKS
Residential Zone
PDC 11

Side

1.55m

N/A

Satisfies

REAR SETBACK

Rear

In front of dwelling

N/A

Satisfies

3m

2.7m

BUILDING HEIGHT
Residential Zone
PDC 6

Satisfies

PRIVATE OPEN SPACE
Residential Development
PDC 19

CARPARKING SPACES
Transportation and Access
PDC 34

>500m²
- 80m² (min.), of which 10m² may
comprise balconies, roof patios
and the like, provided they have
a minimum dimension of 2m.
-Minimum dimension 4m.
- 24m² (min.) at the rear of side
of dwelling, directly accessible
from a habitable room.

Detached, semi-detached,
row and multiple dwellings
- 2 car-parking spaces
required, 1 of which is
covered

115m² (total)
8m (min. dimension)
115m² (accessed from
habitable room)
Satisfies

6 spaces provided
(3 undercover)
Satisfies

QUALITATIVE ASSESSMENT
In assessing the merits or otherwise of the application, the proposed development satisfies the
relevant Development Plan provisions with the exception of the following, as discussed under the
following sub headings:
Siting
The Design and Appearance section of the Development Plan states:
PDC 13

Buildings, landscaping, paving and signage should have a co-ordinated
appearance that maintains and enhances the visual attractiveness of the locality.

The proposed pergola is considerably closer to the front boundary than other dwellings fronting
Castlebar Rd, which makes it conspicuous in the streetscape. The 1.8m high walls that enclose
the pergola give it a considerable bulk not unlike a garage that is forward of the dwelling. It is not
considered that this proposal maintains or enhances the visual attractiveness of the locality.
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This structure is most visually dominant when travelling west along Castlebar Rd, as can be seen
in the photos below.

It is not until you are directly in front of the property that the front door can be viewed from the
public realm. This is considered to be at variance to PDC 8 of the Residential Development
section which states:
PDC 8

Entries to dwellings or foyer areas should be clearly visible from the street, or
access ways that they face to enable visitors to easily identify individual
dwellings.
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Setbacks
The Residential Zone has a specific provision relating to the front setback of structures from the
primary road frontage. PDC 8 states:

Whilst the exact dimensions cannot be ascertained from council records, approximate
measurements have been calculated from Dekho, council's Geographical Information System
(GIS):
• 1 Castlebar Rd is setback approximately 7m
• 5 Castlebar Rd is setback approximately 8m
In order for the proposal to comply with PDC 8 shown above, it would need to be setback at least
7m from the front property boundary. The 3.4m difference is not considered a minor deficiency.
Where new dwellings have been built, it is the portico or entrance statement which is the closest
part of the dwelling to the front boundary.
The above Zone specific PDC is reinforced by a Council wide provision from the Design and
Appearance section which states:
PDC 21

Except in areas where a new character is desired, the setback of buildings from
public roads should:
(a) be similar to, or compatible with, setbacks of buildings on adjoining land and
other buildings in the locality
(b) contribute positively to the function, appearance and/or desired character of the
locality.

Visual Impact on Streetscape
As stated in the description of the locality at the beginning of this report, there is a strong
character of dwellings, fronting Castlebar Rd, being set well back from the front boundary. The
proposal will contrast with this prevailing character.
The Design and Appearance section of the Development Plan states:
Obj 1

Development of a high design standard and appearance that responds to and
reinforces positive aspects of the local environment and built form.
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The proposal is not considered to be of a high design standard given the 1.8m enclosing walls
and visual prominence when viewed from adjoining properties and the public realm.
The positive aspects of the locality are considered to include:
• open and well landscaped front gardens;
• main face of the dwelling being the most visually prominent feature; and
• casual overlooking of the public realm from habitable rooms.
This proposal seeks to block the view from the master bedroom behind the pergola and obscure
the view from the lounge behind the breezeblock wall.
Whilst it is accepted that there is some landscaping in the front yard of the subject site, it should
be noted that the majority of the front yard has been covered in stones. This in addition to the
enclosed pergola forward of the dwelling is out of character with the locality. In the Applicant's
cover letter it is explained that the gravelled area provided them with an additional carpark in
front of the dwelling.
SUMMARY
The proposal is not considered to be similar to or compatible with adjoining development or of a
high design standard that responds to and reinforces the positive aspects of the locality. For
these reasons it is considered that proposal will have a detrimental impact on the existing and
desired character of the locality.
Having considered all the relevant Objectives and Principles of the Development Plan, the
proposal is considered to be not seriously at variance with the Development Plan.
On balance the proposed development does not sufficiently accord with the relevant provisions
contained within the West Torrens (City) Development Plan Consolidated 5/11/2015 and does
not warrant Development Plan Consent.
RECOMMENDATION
The Development Assessment Panel, having considered all aspects of the report, the application
for consent to carry out development of land and pursuant to the provisions of the Development
Act 1993 resolves to REFUSE Development Approval for Application No. 211/391/2015 by Mr
Andrew Baldwin to construct an enclosed pergola forward of the dwelling and masonry wall at 3
Castlebar Rd, Lockleys (CT 5911/39) for the following reasons:
1.

The proposed development is contrary to
 Council Wide (Design and Appearance) Objective 1
Reason: the proposal is not of a high design standard that responds to and
reinforces the positive aspects of the locality.


Council Wide(Design and Appearance) Principle of Development Control 13
Reason: The proposal does not have a co-ordinated appearance that maintains or
enhances the visual attractiveness of the locality.



Council Wide(Design and Appearance) Principle of Development Control 21
Reason: The setback is not similar to or compatible with the setbacks of dwellings
on adjoining land.



Council Wide (residential Development) Principle of Development Control 8
Reason: The entry to the dwelling is not clearly visible form the street.



Residential Zone Principles of Development Control 8
Reason: The front setback is not the same as one of the adjoining buildings.
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14 & 16 Strathmore Avenue and 15 & 17 Rutland Avenue, LOCKLEYS

Application No.

211/1068/2011/A

DEVELOPMENT APPLICATION DETAILS
DEVELOPMENT PROPOSAL

Community Title land division; DAC No. 211/C103/11;
Originally the creation of three (3) additional allotments;
Amended to the creation of two (2) additional allotments

APPLICANT

Distinctive Homes Pty Ltd

APPLICATION NO

211/1068/2011/A

LODGEMENT DATE

14 April 2016

ZONE

Residential

POLICY AREA

20

APPLICATION TYPE

Merit

PUBLIC NOTIFICATION

Category 1

REFERRALS

Internal
 Nil
External
 DAC, SA Water

DEVELOPMENT PLAN
VERSION

13 October 2011

MEETING DATE

14 June 2016

RECOMMENDATION

CONSENT

The development proposal is presented to the Development Assessment Panel (DAP) for the
following reason/s:
•
With regard to sites where the Development Assessment Panel has previously refused an
application within the last five years, all similar applications on the site shall be assessed
and determined by the Development Assessment Panel
BACKGROUND
The original application was refused by the DAP on 8 January 2013. The decision was appealed
in the ERD Court, with the court overturning the decision and approving the proposal on 8 May
2013.
An extension of time to the operative date of the authorisation was granted by Council on 6 June
2016.
PROPOSAL
This application is an amendment to the original application insofar as it is only for the creation of
two additional allotments rather than three (removal of 'development lot 200' and the right of way
designated C1 & C3 as shown on the original approved plan). See Attachment 1 for a copy of
the original approved plan of division, and Attachment 2 for a copy of the proposed amendment.
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PREVIOUS or RELATED APPLICATION(S)
DA 211/1068/2011 - Community Title Land Division (DAC No. 211/C103/11),
Create three (3) additional allotments (as discussed above).
DA 211/1494/2015 - Demolition of existing dwelling (approved 21 December 2015). The site has
since been cleared.

SITE AND LOCALITY
The division extends over portions of four (4) existing allotments identified as follows:
Certificate of Title
(Volume/Folio)

Allotment #

Deposited Plan

Area

3

103679

1

3986

73

4065

72

4065

Lockleys Hundred
of Adelaide
Lockleys Hundred
of Adelaide
Lockleys Hundred
of Adelaide
Lockleys Hundred
of Adelaide

5136/814
5726/428
5681/820
5687/988

Common Address
14 Strathmore Avenue
16 Strathmore Avenue
15 Rutland Avenue
17 Rutland Avenue

The subject land is located within the Residential Zone and more particularly Residential Policy
Area 20. The site is located directly adjacent the Kooyonga Golf Club, approximately 150 metres
east of Linear Park and approximately 100 metres north-east of Lockleys Oval.
The locality also consists of residential development mostly in the form of detached dwellings on
large allotments with a mix of established and newer residential development.
Strathmore Avenue is characterised by large statement homes built on large allotments with wide
frontages which are set well back from the street and incorporate established landscaping. The
segment of Netley Avenue between Rutland and Strathmore Avenues is somewhat void of
character in that it mostly contains garages on the boundary. The main feature of Netley Avenue
is the Significant Eucalyptus tree located in the road carriageway directly adjacent the subject
land. Rutland Avenue is home to newer development including some land division. While
allotment sizes remain large the once wide frontages have now been somewhat compromised.
The locality and the subject land are shown on the following maps:
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PUBLIC NOTIFICATION
The application is a Category 1 form of development pursuant to Section 38 and Schedule 9 of
the Development Act and Regulations 1993 and the Procedural matters of the Residential Zone
of the West Torrens Council Development Plan Consolidated 13 October 2011.
REFERRALS
Pursuant to Section 33 of the Development Act 1993 and Regulation 29 of the Development
Regulations 2008, the application was referred to the Development Assessment Commission,
and SA Water Corporation. Their comments and conditions were received and will be
implemented where relevant.
Internal referrals were not made as the proposal does not seek to make any change relevant to
City Assets.
ASSESSMENT
The subject land is located within the Residential Zone and more particularly Policy Area 20 as
described in the West Torrens Council Development Plan (Consolidated 13 October 2011). The
main provisions of the Development Plan which relate to the proposed development are as
follows:
General Section
Infrastructure
Land Division
Orderly and Sustainable
Development
Transportation and Access
Zone: Residential Zone
Desired Character Statement:

Objectives
1, 2, 3, 4 & 5
Principles of Development Control 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 7, 8, 9 & 10
Objectives
1, 2, 3 & 4
1, 2, 4, 5, 6, 8, 10, 15, 16,
Principles of Development Control
17, 18, 19, 20 & 21
Objectives
1, 2, 3, 4 & 5
Principles of Development Control 1, 3, 5 & 6
Objectives
2
Principles of Development Control 23, 24, 29, 33, 34 & 35

“This zone will accommodate a range of dwelling types.
Residential development will reflect a variety of building styles, yet where a consistent character
exists, new buildings will be designed to harmonise with that which is existing in terms of form,
mass, scale, colours and textures of materials and setback distances.
The streetscape will reflect the functions and characteristics of the street type in the traffic
movement network and be designed to encourage pedestrian access and to support or
establish a sense of place and street identity.
The scale, bulk and design of non-residential development will be sensitive to the desired
character of the residential environment. Landscaping will be of a high standard and provide
continuity with residential streetscapes.
Residential development in the form of a multiple dwelling, residential flat building or group
dwelling should not be undertaken in a Historic Conservation Area other than such development
associated with an existing use”.
Objectives
Principles of Development Control

1, 2, 3 & 4
1, 2 & 6
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Policy Area: Residential Policy Area 20
Desired Character Statement:
“This policy area is characterised by well maintained single storey detached dwellings on large
allotments, set well back from the street. The policy area is reasonably homogenous and is
mainly comprised of detached dwellings.
This policy area is home to newer subdivisions and housing redevelopment.
Many dwellings have characteristic verandas, porches and entry doors facing the street.
Development will maintain and complement the character and built form of the existing
streetscape”.
Objectives
1
Principles of Development Control
1&2
In assessing the merits or otherwise of the application, the proposed development satisfies the
relevant Development Plan provisions with the exception of the following, as discussed under the
following sub headings:
Site Area and Frontage
The desired character statement for Residential Policy Area 20 states in part that the policy area
is 'characterised by well maintained single storey detached dwellings on large allotments, set well
back from the street. The policy area is reasonably homogenous and is mainly comprised of
detached dwellings'. In addition this locality is characterised by wide frontages, established
landscaping and an absence of front fencing.
The desired character statement also states:
'This policy area is home to newer subdivisions and housing redevelopment".
Both of these statements are true in this locality. While the existing built form on Strathmore
Avenue is characterized by large dwellings on large allotments with wide frontage and generous
setbacks from the street, the existing character for Rutland Avenue conforms more to the second
statement and supports newer subdivision and redevelopment.
The proposal seeks to retain the dwellings at 14 and 16 Strathmore Avenue as well as the large
allotments on which they are situated. As such the existing character of Strathmore Avenue will
be unaffected by the proposal.
Similarly the proposal will have minimal impact on Rutland Avenue in that no new allotments will
be visible from the street however it is feasible that either a future dwelling will result in a closer
street setback to Rutland Avenue, or it will possibly become the secondary street. It is considered
that a smaller street setback could be accommodated in this instance due to the existing
staggered setback pattern on Rutland Avenue and impacts of the secondary street interface can
be dealt with upon application using sympathetic architectural design elements.
Netley Avenue will be most impacted by the proposal as two (2) new allotments will be created
with frontages to the street. Impacts will be minimal due to the lack of existing character along
this section of Netley Avenue and the fact that the only other residential structures fronting Netley
Avenue are garages.
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Residential Zone, Residential Policy Area 20, Principle of Development Control 2 states:
"A dwelling should conform to the following site areas and have a frontage to a public road not
less than that shown in the following table:
Dwelling type

Minimum site area (m²)

Average site area (m²)

Detached
Other dwellings
Supported
accommodation
and housing for
seniors

420
N/A
N/A

N/A
420
300

Minimum site frontage to a
public road excluding
hammerhead or battle axe
allotments (m)
12
12
25

Proposed allotments 20, 21 and 22 each have a shortfall of 10m², 9m² and 10m² respectively of
the minimum recommended site area for the policy area. Impacts on the streetscape character
and locality are considered minimal given the moderate shortfall and the fact that the proposed
allotments exceed the minimum recommended frontage of 12 metres and contain a sufficient
land size to enable a dwelling that will conform to the desired character of the Policy Area with
regard to setbacks, frontage and landscaping.
Water Supply
General Section, Land Division Principle of Development Control 1 states:
"When land is divided:
(a) Stormwater should be capable of being drained safely and efficiently from each proposed
allotment and disposed of from the land in an environmentally sensitive manner
(b) A sufficient water supply should be made available for each allotment
(c) Provision should be made for the disposal of wastewater, sewerage and other effluent
from each allotment without risk to health
(d) Proposed roads should be graded, or be capable of being graded to connect safely and
conveniently with an existing road or thoroughfare.
The applicant has provided plans which demonstrate water and sewerage supply from both
Rutland and Strathmore Avenue. Proposed allotments 20, 21 and 22 will access these existing
services via Rutland Avenue with the meters being located on proposed community property
(C2). It should be noted that the Community Titles Act 1996 does not require an easement for
access to water and sewerage infrastructure.
It is considered that the above provision is satisfied and it is recommended that any requirements
of SA Water be reinforced with an appropriate condition.
Orderly and Sustainable Development
General Section, Orderly and Sustainable Development Objective 1 states:
"Orderly and economical development that creates a safe, convenient and pleasant environment
in which to live".
The proposal is considered in accordance with Objective 1 and satisfies the relevant Principles of
Development in that:
 As a form of residential development the proposal satisfies the intent of the Residential
Zone;
 The proposal will result in a compact extension of the existing area; and
 The proposal will maximise the use of existing services and infrastructure.
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SUMMARY
This amended application for the division of land does not seek to alter the dimensions of the
three resultant development lots previously approved by the ERD Court in the original
application.
Having considered all the relevant Objectives and Principles of the Development Plan, the
proposal is considered to be not seriously at variance with the Development Plan.
On balance the proposed development sufficiently accords with the relevant provisions contained
within the West Torrens Council Development Plan Consolidated 13 October 2011 and warrants
Development Plan Consent.
RECOMMENDATION
The Development Assessment Panel, having considered all aspects of the report, the application
for consent to carry out development of land and pursuant to the provisions of the Development
Act 1993 resolves to GRANT Development Plan Consent for Application No. 211/1068/2011/A by
Distinctive Homes Pty Ltd to undertake Community Title land division - create two (2) additional
allotments at 14 & 16 Strathmore Avenue and 15 & 17 Rutland Avenue, Lockleys (CTs 5136/814,
5681/820, 5687/988, 5726/428) subject to the following conditions of consent (and any
subsequent or amended condition that may be required as a result of the consideration of
reserved matters under Section 33(3) of the Development Act):
Council Conditions
1.

Development is to take place in accordance with the plans prepared by Fyfe Pty Ltd
relating to Development Application No. 211/1068/2011/A (DAC 211/C103/11/A).
DEVELOPMENT ASSESSMENT COMMISSION CONDITIONS:
Nil

LAND DIVISION CONSENT
COUNCIL CONDITIONS:
Nil
DEVELOPMENT ASSESSMENT COMMISSION CONDITIONS:
1.

The financial requirements of the SA Water Corporation shall be met for the provision
of water supply and sewerage services (SA Water 06063/08).
Further processing of this application by SA Water to establish the full requirements
and costs of this development the developer will need to advise SA Water of their
preferred servicing option. Information of our servicing options can be found at:
http://www.sawater.com.au/SAWater/DevelopersBuilders/ServicesForDevelopers/Cu
stomer+Connections+Centre.htm. For further information or queries please contact
SA Water Land Developments on 7424 1119.
The developer must inform potential purchasers of the community lots of the
servicing arrangements and seek written agreement prior to settlement, as future
alterations would be at full cost to the owner/applicant.
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Payment of $18,450 into the Planning and Development Fund (3 lot(s) @
$6,150/allotment). Cheques to be made payable and marked “NOT NEGOTIABLE”
to the Development Assessment Commission and payment made at Level 5, 136
North Terrace, Adelaide, or sent to GPO Box 1815, Adelaide, 5001 or via the internet
at www.planning.sa.gov.au.
Two copies of a certified survey plan being lodged with the Commission for
Certificate purposes.
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6.10 1 George Street, THEBARTON
Application No.

211/1524/2015

DEVELOPMENT APPLICATION DETAILS
DEVELOPMENT PROPOSAL

Conversion of existing illuminated billboard sign to a digital
LED sign

APPLICANT

APN Outdoor Pty Ltd

APPLICATION NO

211/1524/2015

LODGEMENT DATE

23 December 2015

ZONE

Urban Corridor

POLICY AREA

34 - Boulevard

APPLICATION TYPE

Merit

PUBLIC NOTIFICATION

Category 1

REFERRALS

Internal
 Nil
External
 DPTI & DEWNR

DEVELOPMENT PLAN
VERSION

5 November 2016

MEETING DATE

14 June 2016

RECOMMENDATION

REFUSE

BACKGROUND
The development proposal is presented to the Development Assessment Panel (DAP) for the
following reasons:
• With regard to advertising displays, involve an advertising display adjacent and/or
abutting an existing arterial road, primary road, primary arterial road or secondary arterial
road (as delineated in the West Torrens Council Development Plan) and within 100
metres of a signalised intersection or a pedestrian actuated crossing where the displaya) will be internally illuminated and incorporate red, yellow, green or blue lighting; or
b) will incorporate a moving display or message; or
c) will incorporate a flashing light
• All applications where the assessing officer recommends refusal, shall be assessed and
determined by the DAP.
PREVIOUS or RELATED APPLICATION(S)
Nil

SITE AND LOCALITY
The subject land is located at 1 George Street, with the proposed sign to be located along the
southern boundary. The subject site is more formally identified as Allotment 286 File Plan 6536 in
the area named Thebarton, Hundred of Adelaide as contained in Certificate of Title Volume 6049
Folio 352.
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The subject site is located at the south-western portion of the intersection of Port Road, George
Street and James Congdon Drive Thebarton. The total road frontage of the subject land to
George Street is 41.65 metres, whilst the frontage to James Congdon Drive Road is 31.99
metres.
Currently the subject site contains a disused, State Heritage listed hotel and the subject sign.
The subject site is located within an area that is generally characterised by commercial
development to the west of Port Road and James Congdon Drive and the Adelaide Parklands to
the east.
The site and locality are shown on the following maps.
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PROPOSAL
Conversion of an existing externally illuminated billboard sign to a digital LED sign
The proposed plans can be found in Attachment 1, the associated reports can be found in
Attachment 3.

PUBLIC NOTIFICATION
The application is a Category 1 form of development pursuant to Section 38 and Schedule 9 of
the Development Act and Regulations and Urban Corridor Zone, Procedural Matters.
REFERRALS
External
Pursuant to Section 37 and Schedule 8 of the Development Act and Regulations, the application
was referred to:
DPTI
DPTI does not object in-principle to the installation of a LED sign at this location subject to the
conditions being applied to any approval granted to maximise road safety:
State Heritage Unit
The proposed development is considered to be acceptable in relation to the above State heritage
place for the following reason:
• The proposed illuminated sign replaces an existing sign in this location of similar size.
The sign is free-standing and set away from the hotel. The visual impact of the proposed
new sign on the hotel's setting will not be appreciably greater than the existing sign's
impact.
A full copy of the relevant report(s) is/are attached, refer Attachment 2.
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ASSESSMENT
The subject land is located within the Urban Corridor Zone, Boulevard Policy Area 34 as
described in the West Torrens Council Development Plan. The main provisions of the
Development Plan which relate to the proposed development are as follows:
General Section
Advertisements

1, 2 & 3
1, 2, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10,
Principles of Development Control 11, 14, 15, 16, 1, 23 & 24

Landscaping, Fences and
Walls
Orderly and Sustainable
Development

Objectives
Principles of Development Control
Objectives
Principles of Development Control

Objectives

1&2
1, 2, 3, 4 & 6
1
1

Zone: Urban Corridor Zone
Desired Character Statement:
This zone will contain an innovative mix of medium density (45-70 dwellings per hectare) and
high density (70-200 dwellings per hectare) residential development, together with
community and employment land uses, along the Port Road, Anzac Highway and Henley
Beach Road corridors. The combination of land uses will vary within these corridors. Some
locations will contain a genuine land use mix with ground floor shops, restaurants and offices,
and upper level residential, while other areas will give primacy to residential development.
Other parts of the zone will have a strong employment focus.
The function of main roads in the zone, particularly Port Road and Anzac Highway, as major
transport corridors will be protected by providing access to allotments from secondary road
frontages and rear access ways as much as possible. Parking areas will be consolidated,
shared (where possible) and screened from the street or public spaces. Allotments with car
parking fronting Port Road, Anzac Highway and Henley Beach Road will be redeveloped with
built form closer to the road and reconfigured car parking areas.
As one of the key zones in the City of West Torrens where there will be transformation in built
form, new buildings will be recognised for their design excellence. These buildings will
establish an interesting pedestrian environment and human-scale at ground level through
careful building articulation and fenestration, verandas, balconies, canopies and landscaping.
In general, the greatest height, mass and intensity of development will be focussed at the
main road frontage. Buildings of 3 or more storeys will be the predominant built form. It is for
these reasons that dwellings other than detached dwellings will be the predominant form of
residential development.
Overlooking, overshadowing and noise impacts will be moderated through careful design,
Impacts on adjoining zones where development is lower in scale and intensity will be
minimised through transition of building heights and setbacks, judicious design and location
of windows and balconies, and the use of landscaping. The transition of building heights and
setbacks, and judicious design is especially important adjacent Character Policy Areas,
including those Character Policy Areas at Glandore and Ashford. The use of blank walls in
these transitional areas, especially at the rear and side of allotments, will be avoided. Plant
and service equipment will be enclosed and screened from view from the street and
neighbouring allotments.
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Where buildings are set back from main roads, landscaping will contribute to a pleasant
pedestrian environment and provide an attractive transition between the public and private
realm. Large scale development in the zone will facilitate the establishment of areas of
communal and public open space, and create links with existing movement patterns and
destinations in the zone. Front fencing in the zone will be kept low and/or visually permeable.
Some parts of the zone, including allotments in Thebarton and Keswick, are potentially
contaminated because of previous and current industrial activities. In these circumstances,
development is expected to occur on a precautionary basis if site contamination
investigations identify potential site contamination, particularly where it involves sensitive
uses such residential development.
The Thebarton brewery has potential to cause nuisance to future users and residents within
this zone through noise and odour. To mitigate potential adverse impacts, residential
development north of Smith Street that is likely to be sensitive to brewery operations should
generally be avoided unless interface mitigation measures have been implemented (or will be
implemented within an acceptable period) such that the anticipated impacts are within
acceptable limits.
Noise and air amenity with the zone is not expected to be equivalent to that expected from
living in a purely residential zone.
Objectives
Principles of Development Control

1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9
1, 2

Policy Area: Boulevard Policy Area 34
Desired Character Statement:
The policy area will contain a mix of land uses that complement the function of Port Road as
a strategic transport route linking central Adelaide with the north western suburbs, and Anzac
Highway linking central Adelaide with Glenelg.
The redevelopment of existing commercial and industrial allotments into medium-to-high
scale, mixed-use development will occur. Where development has a mix of land uses, nonresidential activities such as shops, offices and consulting rooms will be located on lower
levels with residential land uses above. In order to achieve the desired transformation of the
policy area, dwellings other than detached dwellings will be the predominant form of
residential development.
A mix of complementary land uses will assist in extending the usage of the policy area
beyond normal working hours to enhance its vibrancy and safety.
Development will take place at medium and high densities, at a scale that is proportionate to
the width of Port Road and Anzac Highway respectively. To achieve this, development will
take place on large, often amalgamated allotments. Vehicle access points will be located off
side streets and new rear laneways where possible, so that vehicle flows, safety and efficient
pedestrian movement along Port Road and Anzac Highway are maintained.
Pedestrian areas will be enhanced to maximise safety and strong links will be made between
development and tram stops along Port Road, and Bonython Park.
While the use and address of buildings will be designed to be easily interpreted when driving
in a vehicle, the footpath will be sheltered with awnings, verandas and similar structures.
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Buildings of up to eight storeys will have a strong presence to Port Road and Anzac
Highway. At lower levels, buildings will have a human scale through the use of design
elements such as balconies, verandas and canopies. Development on corner allotments will
enhance the gateway function of such corners by providing strong, built-form edges
combined with careful detailing at a pedestrian scale to both street frontages.
Podium elements, where higher floors of the building are set back further than lower level
floors, may be used to improve air quality (through greater air circulation), as well as
enhancing solar access, privacy and outlook for both the residents of the building and
neighbours.
Buildings along Port Road will have zero setback from the front boundary in order to
establish a strong and imposing presence to the road, while short front setbacks along Anzac
Highway will allow for some landscaping to contribute to a more open landscaped character.
Objectives
Principles of Development Control

1, 2, 3, 4
1, 3

QUANTITATIVE ASSESSMENT
The proposal is assessed for consistency with the prescriptive requirements of the Development
Plan as outlined in the table below:

DEVELOPMENT PLAN
PROVISIONS

STANDARD

ASSESSMENT

ADVERTISEMENT AREA
ADVERTISMENTS
PDC 17

Within non-residential zones:
Advertisement area: 2.0m²
(max), plus
Additional advertisement area
per metre of site frontage with
a public road or public
thoroughfare: (0.1m² x
73.63m) 7.363m²
= 9.363m² (total area)

66.3552m² (existing)

FREE-STANDING SIGNAGE
HEIGHT
ADVERTISMENTS
PDC 17

Non-residential zone

21.0m approx. (existing)

Max. height: 6.0m

Does Not Satisfy

LOCATION OF ILLUMINATED
SIGNS
ADVERTISEMENTS
PDC 15

Internally illuminated signs
should be located a minimum
of 80m from traffic signals,
levels crossings and other
important traffic control
devices

25m (approx.) to the nearest
traffic light on the George
Street, Port Road intersection

Does Not Satisfy

Does Not Satisfy
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QUALITATIVE ASSESSMENT
In assessing the merits or otherwise of the application, the proposed development satisfies the
relevant Development Plan provisions with the exception of the following, as discussed under the
following sub headings:
Siting
The sign within close proximity to the intersection of Port Road, George Street and James
Congdon Drive, less than the 80 metres stipulated in Principle of Development Control 15 of the
Advertisements General Section policies. Although it is noted that DPTI has determined that the
sign is so high that it will not cause a conflict with the adjacent traffic signals.
Signage
The existing sign already exceeds the maximum height and advertising areas stipulated by the
provisions of the Advertisements General Section policies of the Development Plan. Additionally,
advertisements are not an envisaged form of development within the Urban Corridor Zone.
Therefore whilst being an existing feature within the Zone, the sign is not what is envisaged for
the future of the Zone.

SUMMARY
The proposed conversion of the billboard to a LED display is not supported in that the existing
sign is not envisaged by the Development Plan and the conversion to an LED sign so close to
the traffic signals will increase the disparity of this development with the Development Plan.
Having considered all the relevant Objectives and Principles of the Development Plan, the
proposal is not considered to be seriously at variance with the Development Plan but on balance
the proposed development does not sufficiently accord with the relevant provisions contained
within the West Torrens (City) Development Plan Consolidated 25 June 2015 and does not
warrant Development Plan Consent.

RECOMMENDATION
The Development Assessment Panel, having considered all aspects of the report, the application
for consent to carry out development of land and pursuant to the provisions of the Development
Act 1993 resolves to REFUSE Development Approval for Application No. 211/1524/2015 by APN
Outdoor Pty Ltd for the Conversion of existing illuminated billboard sign to a digital LED sign at 1
George Street, Thebarton (CT 6049/352) for the following reasons:
1.

The proposed development is contrary to
 Advertising General Section Principle of Development Control 15
Reason: Any internally illuminated advertising signs and which utilise LED should
be located a minimum of 80 metres from traffic signals, level crossings and other
important traffic control devices.


Advertising General Section Principle of Development Control 23
Reason: 23 Advertisements and/or advertising hoardings should be:
(a) no higher than the height of the finished floor level of the second storey of the
building to which it relates
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6.11 10 Holt Street, NETLEY
Application No.

211/1265/2015

DEVELOPMENT APPLICATION DETAILS
DEVELOPMENT PROPOSAL

Division of land to create two Community Title allotments
and common property from one existing Torrens Title
allotment

APPLICANT

Mr James Vanderhaak

APPLICATION NO

211/1265/2015

LODGEMENT DATE

24 October 2015

ZONE

Residential Zone

POLICY AREA

20 - Low Density

APPLICATION TYPE

Merit

PUBLIC NOTIFICATION

Category 1

REFERRALS

Internal
 City Assets
External
 SA Water
 DAC

DEVELOPMENT PLAN
VERSION

25 June 2015

MEETING DATE

14 June 2016

RECOMMENDATION

REFUSE

BACKGROUND
The development proposal is presented to the Development Assessment Panel (DAP) for the
following reason:
•

With regard to residential development and land division applications, where at least one
proposed allotment and or site does not meet the minimum frontage widths and site
areas designated in respective zones and policy areas within the West Torrens Council
Development Plan, the application shall be assessed and determined by the DAP.

PREVIOUS or RELATED APPLICATIONS
Nil
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SITE AND LOCALITY
The subject site is described as Allotment 23 Deposited Plan 7186 in the area named Netley
Hundred of Adelaide as contained in Certificate of Title Volume 5615 Folio 375. The land is more
commonly known as 10 Holt St, Netley.
The subject land is located on the southern side of Holt Street, approximately 20m east from the
intersection with Shelley Ave. The allotment has a regular shape with a frontage of 17.65m, a
depth of 42.76m and a site area of 754.7m².
The land has been improved with a single storey detached dwelling and a domestic outbuilding.
The front yard is landscaped with grass and some small shrubs, but the rear yard is devoid of
vegetation. There are no regulated trees on the property.
The locality is best described as residential comprised mainly of single storey detached dwellings
and associated structures. There are some examples of infill development in close proximity to
the subject land, specifically 9 & 11 Holt St and 27 & 27a Shelley Ave. In these examples the
existing dwelling was removed and the land was separated down the middle creating two
allotments with direct frontage to a public road. There are a number of examples of battle-axe
divisions within the broader locality.
Allotments within the street are primarily rectangular in shape and range from 367m² to 877m²
and have frontages from 10m to 22m.
The site and locality are shown on the following map.
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PROPOSAL
The proposed development seeks Development Plan Consent to undertake a Community Title
land division to form two allotments from one.
The proposal seeks to retain the existing dwelling and create the new allotment at the rear in a
battle-axe formation. The plan of division shows the front allotment (Lot 5) to have a frontage of
11.5 metres, a depth of 25.75 metres and a site area of 341m². The rear allotment (Lot 6) is
shown to have a width of 17.6m and a minimum depth of 17 metres giving a total area of 287m²
after discounting a small area of common property.
The driveway servicing both allotments will be contained in the proposed common property and
run down the eastern side of the existing dwelling. The common property has a width of no less
than 3.8 metres and comprises a passing area 6.1 metres wide and 5 metres deep at the front of
the subject land. The common property is configured to allow a vehicle reversing from Lot 5 to
exit the subject land in a forward direction.
A proposed carport is shown on Lot 5 to provide an undercover car parking space. It has been
placed on the western boundary to allow another vehicle to park in front of it.
The existing outbuilding shown on the plan of division straddling Lot 5 and Lot 6 is to be
removed.
The plan of division is included as Attachment 1.

REFERRALS
Internal
City Assets
The Applicant amended the proposed development in response to feedback provided by Council
Administration. That feedback included comments provided by the City Assets Department that
initially raised concerns regarding the following matters:
•

Driveway access width.
As the driveway will service more than one property, the driveway should be 5.5m wide for
the first 5m into the site to allow the passing of entering and egressing traffic.

•

The ability for a vehicle to turn around on site.
The proposed vehicle turnaround area at the end of the driveway does not appear to comply
with Australian Standard (As/NZS 2890.11:2004). This means that vehicles will not be able to
access and egress the subject site in a forward direction.

The plan of division before the Panel is a revised proposal from the Applicant. It has addressed the
concerns previously raised by City Assets staff.
External
The land division application (DA 211/1265/2015) was referred to SA Water by the Development
Assessment Commission (DAC) who advised of no objection subject to specified standard
conditions being included on any consent to be issued. The DAC have also raised no objection to
the proposal and requested conditions be attached to any approval.
A copy of the DAC report is included as Attachment 2.
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ASSESSMENT
The subject land is located within the Residential Zone, and more particularly Policy Area 20 as
described in the West Torrens Council Development Plan (Consolidated 25 June 2015). The
main provisions of the Development Plan which relate to the proposed development are as
follows:
General Section
Crime Prevention
Design and Appearance
Infrastructure
Land Division
Landscaping, Fences and
Walls
Orderly and Sustainable
Development
Residential Development

Transportation and Access

Objectives
Principles of Development Control
Objectives
Principles of Development Control
Objectives
Principles of Development Control
Objectives
Principles of Development Control
Objectives
Principles of Development Control
Objectives
Principles of Development Control
Objectives
Principles of Development Control
Objectives
Principles of Development Control

1
1, 2, 3, 6, 7, 8 & 10
1&2
3, 9, 10, 12, 13, 14 & 17
1, 2 & 3
1, 3, 4, 5, 6, 8, 9, 10, 14 &
16
1, 2, 3 & 4
1, 2, 3, 5, 6, 7, 8 & 12
1
1, 2, 3, 4 & 6
1, 2, 3, 4 & 5
1, 3, 5 & 7
1&4
1, 3, 8, 10, 12, 18, 19, 2 &
21
2
1, 8, 9,10, 23, 24, 25, 30,
32, 34, 35, 36, 37, 40 &
44

Zone: Residential Zone
Desired Character Statement:
"This zone will contain predominantly residential development. There may also be some
small-scale non-residential activities such as offices, shops, consulting rooms and
educational establishments in certain locations. Non-residential activities will be
complementary to surrounding dwellings.
Allotments will be at very low, low and medium densities to provide a diversity of housing
options in different parts of the zone. The range of allotment sizes will support the desired
dwelling types anticipated in each policy area, and the minimum allotment sizes shall be
treated as such in order to achieve the Desired Character for each policy area and, in turn,
reinforce distinction between policy areas. Row dwellings and residential flat buildings will be
common near centres and in policy areas where the desired density is higher, in contrast to
the predominance of detached dwellings in policy areas where the distinct established
character is identified for protection and enhancement. There will also be potential for semidetached dwellings and group dwellings in other policy areas.
Residential development in the form of a multiple dwelling, residential flat building or group
dwelling will not be undertaken in a Historic Conservation Area.
Landscaping will be provided throughout the zone to enhance the appearance of buildings
from the street as viewed by pedestrians, provide an appropriate transition between the
public and private realm and reduce heat loads in summer."
Objectives
Principles of Development Control

3&4
1, 5, 7, 11, 18 & 22
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Policy Area: Low Density Policy Area 20
Desired Character Statement:
"Allotments in the policy area will be at low density, accommodating predominantly detached
dwellings and some other dwellings types such as semi-detached and group dwellings.
There will be a denser allotment pattern close to centre zones where it is desirable for more
residents to live and take advantage of the variety of facilities focused on centre zones.
Battleaxe subdivision will not occur in the policy area to preserve a pattern of rectangular
allotments developed with buildings that have a direct street frontage.
Buildings will be up to 2 storeys in height. Garages and carports will be located behind the
front façade of buildings.
Development will be interspersed with landscaping, particularly behind the main road
frontage, to enhance the appearance of buildings from the street as viewed by pedestrians,
provide an appropriate transition between the public and private realm and reduce heat loads
in summer. Low and open-style front fencing will contribute to a sense of space between
buildings."
Objectives
Principles of Development Control

1
1, 2, 4 & 5

QUANTITATIVE ASSESSMENT
The proposal is assessed for consistency with the quantitative provisions of the Development
Plan as outlined in the table below:

DEVELOPMENT PLAN
PROVISIONS

SITE AREA
Low Density Policy Area 20
PDC 5

STANDARD

340m²

ASSESSMENT

Lot 5 = 341m²
Satisfied
Lot 6 = 287m²
Not Satisfied by 15.6%

SITE FRONTAGE
Low Density Policy Area 20
PDC 5

10m

17.6m (existing)
Lot 5 = 11.56m (proposed)
Satisfied
Lot 6 = 4m (proposed)
Not Satisfied by 60%
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Side
1m setback

Residential Zone
PDC 11

0.9m setback (existing
dwelling)
Not Satisfied by 10%

Rear
3m setback

3.2m setback (existing
dwelling)
Satisfies

PRIVATE OPEN SPACE
Residential Development
PDC 19

CARPARKING SPACES
Transportation and Access
PDC 34
Table WeTo/2

60m² with a minimum
dimension of 3 metres and a
minimum
area provided at the rear or
side of the dwelling, directly
accessible from a habitable
room

Lot 5 = 35 square metres with
a minimum dimension of 3
metres.

2 car-parking spaces
required per allotment

2 provided for Lot 5

Not Satisfied by 41%
Lot 6 = Not Applicable

Satisfies
Lot 6 Not Applicable

QUALITATIVE ASSESSMENT
The proposal is assessed for consistency with the qualitative provisions of the Development Plan
as outlined under the following sub headings:
Desired Character/Pattern of Development
The allotment pattern within the immediate and greater locality is being changed by recent infill
development. Rectangular allotments are prevalent and most properties predominantly comprise
detached dwellings with direct street frontages however, the character is changing due to the
locality’s proximity to a centre zone.
The desired character statement endorses development of a "denser allotment pattern close to
centre zones” to accommodate "other dwelling types such as semi-detached and group
dwellings". The subject land is within 400 metres of a local centre and the proposed development
will deliver a denser allotment pattern with a configuration to support the eventual construction of
a group dwelling. The proposal will increase the variation in dwelling types and allotment patterns
as envisioned by the desired character statement.
The desired character statement also mentions that "battle-axe subdivision not occur in the
Policy Area to preserve a pattern of rectangular allotments” and that allotments be “developed
with buildings that have a direct street frontage”. Whilst the size of the battleaxe allotment may be
supportable, the formation of a battleaxe allotment is not supported by the desired character
statement, nor is it supported by the character of the locality.
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Density
Density is not an issue with this proposal, the subject site is large enough to subdivide into two
allotments and meet the quantitative measures of the Development Plan. The issue with this
proposal is the intention to retain the existing dwelling.
Private Open Space
The division of land will leave approximately 35 square metres of private open space at the rear
of the existing dwelling. This is considerably less space than currently provided to the dwelling
however, access to the space remains unchanged, it will be held exclusively within Lot 5 and its
amenity value is unlikely to be compromised by other ancillary functions associated with
residential development.
The private open space will be supported by spaces along the side and rear of the dwelling that,
although not having dimensions of more than four metres, can accommodate rubbish bin storage
rainwater tanks, clothes lines and small outbuildings. These spaces will be located between the
dwelling and the western property boundary, the rear wall of the dwelling and the proposed
carport. The on-site carport and driveway will also be separated from the private open space.
The private open space for the existing dwelling will be quite limited however the space will
provide a small courtyard like setting at the rear of the dwelling that will not be compromised by
other functions. The provision of private open space is not consistent with the provisions of the
Development Plan however it is recommended that the Panel consider the shortcomings to be
inconsequential to the function and enjoyment of the land.
SUMMARY
The proposed division of land will deliver an infill development of a site that the Development
Plan recognises as being suitable for denser allotments developed with group dwellings. The
proposal is not without significant draw backs such as private open space and the creation of a
battle-axe allotment. Redevelopment of the site to increase density fully in accordance with the
Development Plan Objectives and Principles is possible however it would require the demolition
of the existing dwelling on the site.
Having considered all the relevant Objectives and Principles of the Development Plan, the
proposal is considered to be not seriously at variance with the Development Plan.
On balance the proposed development does not sufficiently accord with the relevant provisions
contained within the West Torrens (City) Development Plan Consolidated 25 June 2015 and
does not warrant Development Plan Consent.
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RECOMMENDATION
The Development Assessment Panel, having considered all aspects of the report, the application
for consent to carry out development of land and pursuant to the provisions of the Development
Act 1993 resolves to REFUSE Development Plan Consent for Application No. 211/1265/2015 by
James Vanderhaak to undertake a Division of land to create two (2) Community Title allotments
and common property from one existing Torrens Title allotment at 10 Holt Street, Netley (CT
5615/375) for the following reasons:
1. The proposed development is contrary to:
 Residential Policy Area 20 Objective 1
Reason: The proposal will not contribute to the desired character for the policy area.
 Residential Policy Area 20 Principle of Development Control 2
Reason: The proposal is not consistent with the desired character for the policy area.
 Residential Policy Area 20 Principle of Development Control 3
Reason: The proposal division will not satisfy the minimum site area for Lot 6.
 General Section Land Division Principle of Development Control 7(f)
Reason: The creation of the proposed allotments is deemed incompatible with the
prevailing pattern of development in the locality
 General Section Residential Principle of Development 31
Reason: The siting and area of the private open space is insufficient to provide amenity
and function for the existing dwelling.
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ATTACHMENT 1
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ATTACHMENT 2
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CONFIDENTIAL REPORTS OF THE CHIEF EXECUTIVE OFFICER

7.1

33 Brooker Terrace, RICHMOND - CONFIDENTIAL

Application No.
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211/1224/2015 & 211/1185/2015

Reason for Confidentiality
It is recommended that this Report be considered in CONFIDENCE in accordance with Section
56A (12) (a) of the Development Act 1993, which permits the meeting to be closed to the public
for business relating to the following:
(vii)
matters that must be considered in confidence in order to ensure that the council
does not breach any law, order or direction of a court or tribunal constituted by law,
any duty of confidence, or other legal obligation or duty;
(viii) legal advice
as this matter is before the Environment Resources and Development Court and it is a
requirement of the Court that matters are kept confidential until such time as a compromise is
reached or the matter proceeds to a hearing.
RECOMMENDATION
That:
1.

On the basis that this matter is before the Environment Resources and Development Court
so any disclosure would prejudice the position of Council, the Development Assessment
Panel orders pursuant to Section 56A(12)(a) of the Development Act 1993, that the public,
with the exception of the CEO, General Manager, Manager City Development, Co-ordinator
Development, Development Officer - Planning, Administrative Assistants, and other staff so
determined, be excluded from attendance at so much of the meeting as is necessary to
receive, discuss and consider in confidence, information contained within the confidential
reports submitted by the Chief Executive Officer.

2.

At completion of the confidential session the meeting be re-opened to the public.
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8.

SUMMARY OF COURT APPEALS

8.1

Summary of Court Appeals

BACKGROUND
Monthly statistics are provided for the information of the Panel in relation to:
1.
2.

any matters being referred to the Development Assessment Commission (DAC); and
any planning appeals before the Environment, Resources and Development Court (ERDC)
and their status.

The current status is listed as follows:
Matters pending determination by DAC
Reason for referral

DA number

Address

Description of development

Schedule 10

211/136/2015

134-136 Anzac
Highway,
GLANDORE

On The Run redevelopment

Schedule 10

211/473/2016

2 May Terrace,
LOCKLEYS

Replacement of water tank

Concurrence

211/297/2015

452 Henley Beach
Road, LOCKLEYS

Signage

Section 49

211/1155/2012/A

Lot 2 West Beach
Road, WEST
BEACH

Amendment to condition
regarding lighting

Development Application appeals before the ERDC
Reason for
Appeal
Applicant appealed
DAP refusal

Description of
Development
create one
additional
allotment

211/1311/2015 & 51 Watson
211/1427/2015
Avenue,
NETLEY

Applicant appealed
Nature & DAP
refusal

construction of
two dwellings
& create one
additional
allotment

Pending outcome
of Hearing
regarding nature of
development &
Conciliation
Conference for
land division

211/1224/2015 & 33 Brooker
211/1185/2015
Terrace,
RICHMOND

Applicant appealed
DAP refusal

Construct a
residential flat
building
containing six
dwellings &
associated
land division

Conciliation
Conference

DA Number

Address

211/437/2014

1 Hinton Street,
UNDERDALE

Status
Decision of the
DAP upheld by
Court
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SUMMARY
The information requested by the Panel has been provided for information purposes.
RECOMMENDATION
The Development Assessment Panel receive and note the information.
9.

MEETING CLOSE
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